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PREFACE.

This study comprises the report of the iiiited States Commis-
,ioner of Education upon the schools of. IWnswick, Ga., and of
Glynn County, in which Brunswick is located, made upon the request
or the board of education of Glynn County. To assist him in making
this study the commissioner appointed the following commission: ..

/ F nk F. Bunker, specialist in city school systems. Bureau of Edlcation, directoro the survey.
Katherine M. Cook, specialist in rural education, Bureau of Education.
Alice Barrows.Fernandez, specialist in social and industrial relations in education,reau

In respgpse to the request of the board of education, the commis-
sion in its study of the schools gave most attention to,matters, relat-
ing to organization and administration: to school finance; to building
needs; and to courses of study, methods of teaching, and teacher
qualifications in both the city and rural schools. While it has not
been possible within the space limits set for the report to cover
every detail, it is believed I -t five which are of chief importance
have been discussed and le uilnelidations Detaining theietosubmitted., .
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SURVEY OF THE SCHOOLS OF BRUNSWICK AND
OF 0,YNN COUNTY, GEORGIA,

INTRODUCICION.

The history of education in Brunswick, Ga., and the County of
Glynn, in which Brunswick is situated, is unique and most interesting..

Brunswick was probably founded about 1771, on land allotted by
Gen. Oglethorpe, though- it is improbable that the city was laid outby Oglethorpe himself, as tradition would have it. At the time ofthe original survey a large tract surrounding the town, except on
the west, was likewise surveyed arid set apart as the town commons.
By 1775, 179 of the town lots lidd been issued to persons desirous ofobtaining them. Most of these lot holders .were Tories,'who fled to
England when the war came on, wheretipon their lands were confis-cated by the State.

From 1783 to 1788 the State regranted several of these lots; soit came about that by the latter date there were several families who
had established themselves in Brunswick. These decided that the
boundaries of their lots should be reestablished and that facilities
should be provided for this education of their children. So in 1788an act of the geiieral assembly was passed appointing certain commis-
sioners whose duty it was to survey apd sell any lot in Brunswick
not reseried.for public use, the proceeds to be used for the erectionand maintenance-of an academy and for no other purpose. In 1796
a farther enactment was made by the general assembly whereby the
commissioners ware authorized* rent or lease the commons and tosell lots which had 'reverted, the proceeds to go to the support of
Glynn Academy. By successive acts of the leglislature those pro-
visions for deriving funds for educational purposes were confirmed.

For nearly a hundredyears the educational interests of Brunswick
and of Glynn County wtire vested in the board of trustees of GlynnCounty Academy. In 1873 the Goner.al Assembly of Georgia passed
an act which provided that the control of the schools of Brunswick
arid of Glynn County should be transferred from the trustees of
Glynn County Academy. to a county board of education organized
very nearly as it is to-day. This act was specifically recognized in
the_deorgia constitution of 1877, and the authority which the act
granted the Glynn Couhty board was expressly reserved. So it comes
about. that ,theichool system of Glynn County is one of four pre-

,



8 SCHOOLS OF BI NSWICK ANDOF GLYNN COUNTY, GA.

constitutional county systems of the State ( the other three being
Richmond, Chatham, andBibb Countiei), all operating under special
acts of the general assembly recognized by the State constitution of
1877.

1. ADOPT SIMPLE COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM OF RECORDS.

The school system of GlYnn County is a business enterprise in
one of its important aspects. A public business, quite as much as
one .of private character, should be administered on sound business
principles. Tho head of a successful private business is never in any
uncertainty or confaion. about the essential facts of his business dh
about the state of his finances. The first step a good business man
takes in organizing a business is to adopt a system of accounting
which, aside from keeping an exa check upon receipts and expen-
ditures, will tell him exactly what h needs to know about every
department of his business. Without tWs information and this
'check, hi1 judgments would be blind judgments.

The Glynn County board of education has a system of accounting,
but it does not tell the things about the school business of Glynn
County that the board of directors and the stockholders (the citizens)
need to know. It is not a convenient system, for it requires work
which is unnecessary. Neither (loos it provide a proper check, for
the books of the various officials concerned will not balance with
one another, in consequence of which the annual audit which the
law requires has had to he postponed. 1

A PLAN DESCRIBED.

A. simple vet adequate system would start with the order itself
requiring that all expenditures beyond emergency matters of limited
amount should. be formally authorized by act of the board, -after a
careful estimate of the expense involved had been submitted. egA
formal order or requisition, giving the necelsary detail, shourd there-
upon be issued for every transaction without exception on blanks
provided for the purpose. The original and a carbon copy should
go to the contracting party, and p carbon copy should remain in
the order book, on lvhioh should be entered the estimated cost.% A.
cumulative aggregate of the estimated costs of all unpaid orders
would enable the board to tell at a given time very nearly what its
outstanding debts. were.

When the order is filled or'.the co tact completed, an itemized bill
together with the original order shad be filed with the clerk of the
board "and presented at 'its regular monthly meting, whereupon,
if approved, it should be ordered Paid.



ADOPTION OF AX ACCOUNTING SYSTEM,. 9

Payment should be made on a check in carbon duplicate, the orig-
inal to be signed by the president of the board and the Superin-
tendent of schools, The check should carry on its face .tt brief state-
ment of the transact on for which payment is being made; also the
account to which it is to lie posted on the c 'rk's books. The carbon
duplicate remains in the clerk's hands. '1 its signed check should
(lien be presented to the custodian of the board's funds; either directly
or by way of some bank, and paid. Once per month, or oftener if
desired, the custodian should return the canceled checks to the
clerk with a statement of the cash balance in the fund, who should
file them for reference along with the itemized bills.

ACCOUNTING PLAN SHOULD SHOW DISTRIBUTED COSTS.

Such a plan, easily ewcitted by an intelligent clerk, provides a
complete check at every step through which a transaction passes and
'with a minimum amount of work: it allso enables the board to know
at a given time its cash balance and very closely the amount of its

_- indebtedness. There is another important matear, however, about
which a board of education should be fully informed, and that is the
amount per child in average daily attendance, in every school under
its jurisdiction, Ivhich the board is expending, expressed in terms of

ssirlaries, repairs to buildings, permanent equipment, supplies, fuel, etc.
By a simple arrangement of hooks, under the operatioi f the

foregoing plan, the clerk can readily open an account ith each
school and charge to each, under the proper subdivision, ich item
when a warrant is drawn. From month to month, or at the close of
any other period, the hoard can know how the ch. dren of a given
school are faring in terms of money expended f their schooling.
From the books kept in !.ucli manner also the annual financial reports
desired for comparative purposes by the Sato superintendent of
education and 13, the Federal bureau can pickly and accurately be
compiled.

$uch a plan could best be operated by appointing one of the banks
... the custodian of the board's funds, as the law permits. To employ

an individual to serve as the board's treasurer, as now, under such a
plan. would be a useless expenditure. I

Fortunately, across the hall froM the; superintendent's office a
simple and thoroughly- adequate system of the character described
has been introduced by the clerk of th aunty commissioners. It
would be well for the board of education kii employ himto introduce..
this plan, .modified to suit the needs.of th hchool department, and to
instruct the board's clerk in its operatic)

-111r



10 SCROOIS OF BRUNSWICK AND OF GLYNN COUNTY, GA.

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION.

The Feder#1 Bureau of Education biennially calls for information
concerning ^eceipts and expenditures of all school systems of the

. ccinntry. It compiles the results, publishing tables and charts, which
emfbies any system to compare itself in all such matterswith other
s }-stems of the United States. Mest systems are now keeping their
books in a way such that it is easy-therefrom tp fill in the blank forms
issued by the bureau. Brunswick and Glynn County should do like-)
wise. For convenience the items called for in the report which all
city systems are asked to make are listed below.

ITEMS CALLED FOR BY FEDERAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION IN REPORT
'OF -CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

A REcE;rre.

1. income from permanent funds
2. Income from leases of school lands
3. Appropriations from general funds
4. Federal allotment for vocational education (paid through the State)
5. From taxation (property, business, poll taxes, etc.), for all school purposes, includ-

ing debt obligations
6. From other school districts for tuition
7. All other revenue receipts (fines and penalties. gifts. bequests, contribution, rents,

interest, tuition fees from patrons only, etc.)
Total revenue receipts (1-7, inclusive)

8. Nonrevenue receipts:
(a) From loans and bond sales
(b) From sales of prpperty and proceeds of insurance adjtestments... .

. (c) Other nonrevenue receipts
9. Balance on hand from previous schooil year (do not include in preeeding totals)..

Who amount available for use during the year

B. PAYMENTS.

ALL fCHOOLB.

I. Expenses of General Control (overhead eharats).

to. School elections
11. Board of education and secretary's office
12. Finasice offices and accounts. ,
13. Offices in charge of buildings 10 supplies
14, Legal services.
15. Operation and maintenance of office buildings
16. Superintendents of schools and, their offices (cf. Item 1, Part I)
17. Enforcement of compulsory education, truancy laws, and census enumeratio...
18. Other expenses of general Control
19. Total (10-18, inclusive)

(A) &O M* oi Instruction for Every Type of Day School in System.-
4 '

20. Salaries of supervisors of grades and subjects (cf. Item 2, Part I)
21. Other expenses of supervisors

Salaries at principals (d..1tem 3, Part I). .
03. Salaries of principals' clerks siiliseistaigs {1.
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21. Other expenses of principals' offices ..
2.5. Other expenses of supervision
26. Salaries of teachers:

(al Paid to men'
(b) Paid tb women

27. Textbooks
28. Supplies used in inst rint

49 ()the; expenses of instruction
:It) Total for instruction -Day schools (20-29. imItisive)

//.(B) Erprnses of Instruct ion, for Night Schools in Xty.elcin.

Sala rick of supervisors of .grmles and Sllbj..C1.
:12. Other expenses of supervisors
:13. Salaries of principals.

Salaries of principals' clerks aml assistants
35. Other expenses of principals' offices
36. Other expenses of sup ervi.ion
:37. Salaries of teachers:

(a) Paid to men
(b) Paid to w(imen

3. Textbook,
dirk%39. Supplies used in instruction

40. Other expenses of instruction .

41 Total for instruction -Night schools (31 -40. inclusive)....

III. Expenses of Operation of School Plant (all scle.als).

42. Wages of janitors and 'other employees
43. Fuel.
44. Water
45. Light and power
46. Janitors' supplies
47. Other expenses of operation of school plant
48. Total for operation (42-17, inclusive) r s

IV. Expenses of Maintenanne of School Plant.

49. Repair of buildings and uptitqp of grounds
50. 'Repair and replacement of equipment
51. Other expenses of maintenance of schools.
52. Total for maintenance (49-51, inclusive) .

. .

V. Expenses of Auxiliary Agencio and Sundry Activities.

5:3. Libraries (exclude books)
54. Books for libraries
55. Proniotion of health. .
56. Transportation of pupils
57. Care of children in institutioris c

58. Provision of lunches
O. Community lectilres
GO. Road centers
61. Recreation..
62. Other auxiliary agencies and sundry activities t, ,
83. 'Payments to private tichoole
.84. Payments to echoolitof other civil divitdons

- Total for auxiliary spaniel (5644inclusive)
.



12 SCHOOLS OF BRUNSWICK AND OF GLYNN COUNTY, GA.

11. E'p liSt8 of Fixed Charges.

66. Pen.:ions
.,.67. Rent

68., Insurance
60. Tao
70. rontritutions, contingencies, etc
71. Total fixed charges (66-70, inclusive)
72. Total current expenses (Items 19, 30, 91, 48, 52, 65, and 70)

VII. Outlays (capital .1equi.lition and Construction).

73. Land
74. New buildings
75. Alteration of old building
76. Equipment of new buildings and grounds. exclusive of replacements.
77. Total outlays (73-76, inchtFivel

2. THE SUPERINTENDENT SHOULD KEEP IN ORDERLY AND SYS-
TEMATIC MANNER STATISTICAL INFORMATION CONCERNING
SIGNIFICANT MATTERS RELATING TO THE SCHOOLS.

There are a number of things about the schools other than about
the finances that the board, the superintendent, and the public
need to know, if the schools are to ho administered so that there will

.constant increase secured in their efficiency. In a school
system that is steadily.imvroving in the quality of-its work one will
find, among many others, that the following things are happening:

CHARACTERISTICS, OF AN EFFICIENT SCHOOL -SYSTEM.

1. From year to .year the school sy:ttprfiwill enroll a larger per-
centage of the children of school ago and will carry them further

.along in the grades before they drop out.
2. The number of over-age pupils and of pupils who aro making

slow progress thrOugh school will decrease.
3. There will be fewer and fewer failures in promotionk and fewer

who drop out of school because they become discouraged,and dis-
heartened in their work. '

4. There will be much eater regtilarity in school attendance and
fewer absences. - 7

5. There will be a .decrea.se in the number of pupils per teacher
until a reasonable limit has been reached.

6. Teachers' qualifications will be advancing steadily, and the con-
ditions .tinder which they live and work will increasingly make for a
more stabiliied teaching force.

7. When pupils 'do leave school it will be known why, in the
light of which the work of the schools will be shaped to better moot
their needs.
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8. Pupils will be followed up after they leave school in order to

determine wherein their training could have been improved.
9. Information will be compiled systematically about what other

school systems are doing in order that the system in question may
profit by the experience of others elsewhere.

These aro some of the things which characterize the system that
is on the alert to improve. Statistical information,'and information
of nonstatistical character about the system necessary to this end,
are secured in largo school systems by a group of experts who give their
whole time to compiling and interpreting such facts; in small systems
this is handled by the superintendent through a carefully devised
system of reports which he requires principals and teachers to file
at stated intervals and which are tabulated and made available by

.a clerk working under his direction:

INFORMATION WHICH SHOULD BE IN THE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE.

The office of the superintendent of Glynn County is completely
lacking in any information which will enable anyone to form any
conclusions whatsoever on these matters. It is impossible to com-
pare the system as it now stands with what it was 10 years ago or
even 2 years ago from any records anywhere to be found. No one
can tell, therefore, whether the system has\been steadily improving
in efficiency or steadily declining. A private business that knows
no more about itself- than the records of the Glynn County school
system tell about the vital matters affecting the schools would soon' he on the rocks. The board 'of education should lose no time in
authorizing the superintendent to. inaugurate a system of simple
records covering the foregoing elementary 'natters. Such records
could well begin with the following:

1. The age-grade distribution of all pupils for each school and for'
the entire systeffi, taken annually, from which can be determined
facts about retardation and acceleration of pupils.

2. A table compiled annually showing how 'Any children, in each
grade and school and for the entire system, have attended school
during the year for 100 days, for 110 days, for 120 days, for 130 days,
and so on up to the full number of days school has been in sessionduring the year.

3. A table showing the facts about promotions and failtres in
each grade and in each school of the system.

4. A table showing the number of pupils who have dropped outof each grade of each school'before the term or year has closed and
the reason for quitting given by the teachers.

5. A card catalogue of the graduates of the 'high school showing,
the important facts 'about the school history of each, where they.go. and what they do. Every graduate should be followed up es
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long as possible, and from time to time significant facts recorded
on his card.

6. A card catalogue of every teacher entering the system should
be .kep, showing training, experience, certification, and other facts
of importance.

7. Charts should be kept showi.ig the number of seats in every.
schoolroom in the system and the number of children assigned to
each room. Those charts should be revised two or three times
each term, based on reports of teachers and principals.

8. The annual reports of the superintendents of many school
systems should be :-ecured, examined, and a card index compiled
of references to those which the superintendent foresees may be of
also at a later time in connection with some of his projects. Tho
Publications of the educational department of the State of Georgia
and of the Federal Bureau of Education should likewise be filed
and indexed for future reference. The leading educational journals
should bo at hand and either filed or their important articles clipped
and preserved. In such manner the superintendent can quickly
build up a body of useful material.

SUCH RECORDS EASILY KEPT.

Charts, tables, and records of the kind just enumerated are very
easily kept, if the proper forms and filing devices be procured. In
the publications referrad to there is to bo found a wealth of suggestion
for each In passing, it may be mentioned that the school depart-
ment of Memphis, Tenn., has a particularly valuable system of
report' blanks which are tilled out by teachers and principals and
then filed °with the superintendent. Those cover many of the matters
which every superintendent should have at all times in his office
Subject to call. One intelligent clerk in the. superintendent's office
can easily take care of all that Glynn County needs in this line in
addition to having time for many other duties.

3. APPOINT AN ATTENDANCE OFFICER ON FULL TIME AND
REQUIRE HIM TO KEEP A CUMUSITIVE SCHOOL CENSUS. -

Georgia has a compulsory attendance law which requires, under
penalty, that all children between the ages of 8 and 14 shall attend
school continuously for six months of each year, which period of at-
tendance shall commence at the beginning of the first term of the
school year. It provides also that each count3, and municipal board
of education shall employ an attendance officer, this appointment to
be made by the board under penalty of the loss of its share of State
!ichool funds. Exceptior the fact that the lawehould require attend-
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ante for the full period during which school is in session, and except
for the method it provides for the taking of a school census, this lawis an excellent one.

DUTIES OF THE ATTENDANCE OFFICER.

There are at, least three lines of activity to which an efficient at-
tendance officer will be devoting his time and energies:

1. In visiting employers of school children, in following up the
arrival and departure of families, in persuading individuals who thinkthey must drop out of school to remain, in helping worthy and needy
students to find work before and after school and during vacations,and in investigating the home conditions of children who are pro-gressing badly in their work, or Am may be suspected by the teachers
of living in insanitary, impoverished, or immoral surroundings.

2. In establishing a contact between the school and welfare agen-cies in the community, such as charity workers, judges who tryeasesof juvenile delinquency, social-service organizations, police officials,and the local board of health.
3. In keeping a permanent record card of every child in the countyof school age which should contain, besides other social data, the

name, address, sex, age, race; whether attending public, private, or
parochial school; the class in said school; the reason for not attending
school, if not enrolled; if employed, where and how; together with abrief statement of his school history. Such cards should be made in
duplicate, one copy to be retained by the officer in the superintendent's
office and 9ne filed with the principal of the school attended by theChild. They can be grouped by families if thought desirable.

VALUE OF A CUMULATIVE CENSUS RECORD.

It is the business of the school to prevent illiteracy. With this inview, the law requires that all children between 8 and 14 shall be in
school for a minimum period each year. Surely if the school is going
to do the work that it is created expressly to do, it must know whothese children are, where they live, and somewhat about the condi-
tions under which they live; else, how call the school know whetherit is doing its appointed work or not? A school census taken every
five years, as required by Georgia law, is of little value unless it is sup-
plemented by such a cumulative record.

A permanent card record of each "Id, however, .always in the
making, checked up if desired at intervals of two years or so by a

house canvass, is of inestimable value. Furthermore, a tab-
.ulation of such records each year by blocks or by districts, indicat-
ing their location by putting pins of various colors in a map of the
distriot, will give valuable information regarding the growth of thecity or county, the direction the growth taking, and throitanging
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and shifting character of the populationinformation that is essen-
tial if the board is to plan wisely far enough in advanc'e to provide
the necessary building accommodations by the time they are needed.
A TACTFUL AND THOROUGHLY COMPETENT ATTENDANCE OFFICER

NEEDED.

The board should pay a salary large enough to secure a thoroughly
competent person, preferably one who has had experience in social-
service work and who commands the respect and confidence of the
community; and a salary large enough, it may be added, to induce
the right person to remain in the work for a period of years, for
obviously in work of this character favorable acquaintanceship
in the county is an important asset, and acquaintanceship is a mat ter
of time. Above all, however, the appointment should not go to
some broken-down politician or ex-policeman or to some one whose
only claim to consideration is that he can not make-a living in any
other way. It is being found that women make good atte dance
officers, but here again, as everywhere, success turns upon Person-
ality, sincerity, earivstness of purpose, and special training.

The board of education of Glynn County can add greatly to-the
efficiency of the work of the schools by appointing such an officer and
setting him doing report. The
present arrangement in Glynn County, whereby the superintendent
of schools is likewise the attendance officer, should be terminated as
soon as possible, for clearly he has insufficient time to perform t he
duties herein outlined for an attendance officer and at the same time
to do efficiently the work which properly falls to a county superin-
tendent of schools.

THE NEED IN GLYNN COUNTY.

The need for an attendance officer who, in addition to other duties,
shall compile the data already suggested is particularly apparent
among the rural schools of Glynn County. It has been impossible
to secure exact information concerning the enrollment and, average
daily attendance in the country schools, nor can it be determined with
any degree of accuracy what proportion of those Who ought to be in
school are actually there. 'However, from observations made in each
rural schoolroom, and from an examination of such teachers' registers.
for the school year 1918-19 as are available, it is clear that t t-
tendance as compared with the school census and the number el ng-

.ing in school is very low. It is also clear that 'those enrolle attend
very irregularly.

Only one of the registers obtained contained any information c'on-
aerning the reasons why the children left school. In general, the
teachers did ne:' know why their children quit, y else, when asked,

, .
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they gave reasons which seemed quite inadequate. In the one schoolin which this information was given the register Showed that of 33children enrolled 24 had dropped out at the end of three months.Of these, 10 left school to work on the farm, 9 because of sickness, and5 moved. Non returned to school during the remainder of the year.This may not be typical of all schools, but it indicates a serious condi-inn, even if it occurstin only a few.

THE ATTEND ANCE RECORD OF 77 CHILDREN.

The table which follows giVes the attendance record for one year77 white children attending four country schools.

Altendwur revord of 77 ehl ld; n

4
Days attended.

I.ess than 10
10 to 20
21i I (I 20
311 to 40
411 to 50
50 ill 60
Id, 1070
711 to t4.1

NitnnftliC4

11:14 ill 1 ended.children.
Number

of
children.

I
2 FO to 93

2II. 90 10 100
33 1 100 to 110
113 , 1,10 to 120
a.2 12010130
211 , 130 to 140
1a ,

17 Total .
77

These figures show that more than half of the children (57 percent) attended schoo4 fewer than 70 days, or 3; months in the year.and nearly four-fifths (77.2 per cent) attended not more than 80(lays or four months. The median time attended is 60 days, orthree months. Comparing these country childern with city children,in well administered city schools, who attend regularly the full 9;months term usually prescribed, the country child in Glynn Countywould have to spend 21 years in order to accomplish what the citychild who is regular in 'attendance accomplishes in 7 years. It isinevitable that, unless accurate and adequate means of ascertainingwhen children are in school and why they are not there, if absent,arc employed, many children. will attend irregularly or not at all.All the data collected from the rural schools, including the ageand grade tables and those showing the number enrolled% eachgrade, indicate that the attendance matter is serious. Many chil-dl-en leave school with only the meager education received in thefirst two or three grpdes. All of the problems which arise whollyor in part from irregular attendance and short school life are moredifficult to solve in the country than in the city schools. For thisreason preventive meanies in rural schools are even. more essentialthan in city schools. It is confiden$4y believed that, the appoint-ment of an attendante officer as herein suggested, holding him10178 °-20---2
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responsible, in cooperation with teachers and principals, for compil-
ing accurate data relating to all these matters, will go far toward
meeting this serious situation.

4. THE HerLDING POWER OF THE SCHOOLS IS LOW AND SHOULD
BE INCREASED.

The general efficiency of the school system and the :..ppreciation
of the value of education and of the principles which underlie public
school work 'are reflected in the success with which children of school
age are kept in regular attodance continuously until the close of
the school ',.rm and the schtol course. There is a tendency on the
part of the school authorities and the community itself in both
county and city to underestihuite the importance of elementary
education and of the necessity of extend*, school facilities to all
the children: Back of the whole ide-a of public education is the prin-
ciple that universal intelligence is essential to the preservation of
ideals'of democracy. It is because of the conception that the mini-

.
mum essentials of% education, at least, must be made common to
all that compulsory attendance laws become necessary. The school
board is rrttorally and legally intrusted with the responsibility of
furnishing elementary education and of enforcing the laws which
insure that all children shall receive at least the minimum amount
contemplated by the State. Tile elementary school is the most
important part of the school system because it provides all the
education that most of the. children receive, and because it lays toot
foundation for high school and college work. It is essential, then,
at whatever sacrifice, that the board shall take whatever steps are
necessary in order that all of the children shall complete at least the
six elementary grades.

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE .LAW SHOULD BE ENFORCED.

The study of the whole problem of school attendance shows a good
deal of laxity on the part of school officials and of general indifTer-
ence on the part of the citizens in Brunswick and Glynn County.
There is no attendance officer for either, unless we consider as such
the ex officio, function performed by the county superintendent.
These efforts scarcely extend outside the City of Brunswick. Even
in the city they are not definitely connected with the children of
sehbol age who,should be in school, but are-.confinedllargely to the
children already enrolled. -.The census enumeration apparently
plays very little part in the enforcement of the compulsory law.
Hence, it concerns at best only regularity of attendance rather than
universality, It is the business of the wheel system, once eetab
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fished, to get and keep in school all those of school age who have
not completed the courses furnished or who have not passed beyond
the compulsory age limit.

In order to ascertain the success with which the system bringschildren into school, a comparison was made between the censusenumeration and the enrollment. The census for the City of Bruns--wick shows that there are, between the ages of 6 and 18 years, 1,791white and 1,723 colored children. The school membership at theclose of the month of February was 907 white and 560 colored, orabot 1 per cent of the total census enumeration.
Th e dat%.indicate that the number of children of school age nottai seln is very large. The, condition is especially serious because inGeorgia the census age and the actual school age arc practically thesame. The fact that a large number of the census children are notenrolled in school leads °nolo expect an increased rate of illiteracy

among those of school age for which there is no reasonable excuse,and for which the school system is responsible.

GREATER REGULARITY OF ATTENDANCE.

It is evident that enrollment is only part of the difficulty. Whenchildren are enrolled, they must attend school regularly, if they areto receive the advantapp of an education, and they musttemaia inselMot throughout the full school year. To secure information ofthe kind referred to it is necessary to go hack to the school year19IS-19. A complete record of attendance and enrollment for the.Glynn grammar school for the year 1918-19 shows that the enrollment
begot' at 61 r end increased throughout the year to a maximum of 774.At the close of the scho01 year there were 530 still belonging, a loss of244. The average daily attendance at the close of the year was 448,a loss over that at the beginning of the year of 286. The average
daily attendance during the year varied from 488 to 590 and is at itsbest during the first four months. Because complete and cumula-t ive data are not kept in Brunswick, it is not possible to know lidw
many of those lost during the school year were lost through illness orbecause they moved away. The loss is a large one and is probably
not accounted for by necessity.

The above data are too general to show definitely just' how muchschooling the average child obtains or to indicate in any sense thersodarity with which such a child attends school. In orderto ascer-tain this more definitely, complete attendance records of 631 childrenfor the school year A.° examined. The results are shown in thefollowing table:
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Actual number of days attended by 631 children in elementary grades of Brunswick.

hays attending.
Number

of
children.

Sums of
children

i from the
begin.
Mg.

l'ay, Attending.
Number

of
children.

Sums of
children
from the

begin -'
Mg.

7- 1(1 4 4 115-120 17
10- :1 I 11 I IS 120-I25 27
20- :10 27 1,185-13(1 35 '21
30- 40 13 40 1110-137 44 I*6

40- 50 47 133-140 39 Ills
50- 14 4 lit 140-143 57 361
60- 70 11 172 145 -151) 95 46,1

13 75 170-155 105 202
NI- 90 22 0; 177-160 66
90-100 19 116

G31100-105 6 122 'fbla 1
10.5-110 10 132
1,10-115 10 142

Only actual enrollment was considered in this summary. All chil-
dren who had moved away or who had been dropped because of illness
or other good reasons' were omitted as "excused." The data repre-
sent, then, the attendance itcord of ,the children who were or should
be actual members of the school. The record shows that, of the total
number considered, only 66 remained in-school throughout the com-
plete term. The median time attended was seven months. A con-
siderable number (75) remained in school fewer than 80 days, or 4
months. The school was closed for one month in December because
of influenza. Aside from this, attendance seems very slightly in-
flueniced by that or any other epidemic, as the percentage of attend-
ance based on membership is about the same th/oughout the term,
and both diminished gradually and quite uniformly from the begin-
ning to the end of the school year. The table shows that, while many
children attend with reasonable regularity, a significant number are
in schoolonly a fraction of

that
term. It. should be remembered in

considering attendance that irregularity is not alone disastrous to
the child directly affected because it results In his obtaining only a
portion of the education which lie should have, but it has a serious
effect on the children who attend regularly. Those frequently
absent &Mend special attention from the teacher, who must make
some effort to preserve uniform progress. Children absent long
enough to get behind in their grade must, to a considerable extent,
retard the ogress omit class fig a whole.

The sitalion in the colored schools is similar but much. worse.
There were enrolled in the colored school, for the week of February
20, 560 children, or 32 per cent of the census list. The average daily
attendance for the same week. is 419, or about 24 per cent of the total
children of school ago.
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HOLDING CHILDREN IN SCHOOL

Some ides of the success with whieh the system hol children in
school Until they have completed the course may be obtained from the
table which follows....This shows how many children are in attendance
in each of the graile s for every 100 enrolled in the first grade. Some
falling off is, of course, normally to be expected. Comparison with
similar data from other citic may he made from the data given in
theotable. It is noticeable that the falling off is heavy and also that
it differs widely between the two schools in the city and between the
ciey and_eountry. In A well - organized system, reasonable uniformity
of results should he expected. Certainly the wide difference ob-
serve51 in the two schools in Brufiswick is an unfavorable indication.
For example, for every 100 enrolled in the first grade, there arc in
the sixth grade in the Glynn School 70, in the Purvis School, 50.
For the two schools, taken us to whole; 62. A similar difference is
found by comparison between the enrollment of colored children in
the city and country.

Number of children in each gaol based on 110 in the first grade,(1918-19).

schools.
1 1 2 1 3. 4 1.

'"-
I i.ley, colored 100 1 172 67 45

.

I',1ored, ,:ottpty ino I 29 40 27 11 ay

100 I 94 59 53 114
lin

!Weis ..
10o 98 90 Al

ntn1 whlto.Brunsssiel6 100 , 90 78 "2t1 Me, county 100 , 53 45 IV 1.1 %erigo of McKim I 100 1 Ks 77 75rolunilds, 14. C
1:.peetabey turt1call,

100 I 100 is 71 1
100 1 100 100 90

1

Grhdc..

5

31
22
5)
78
"9
07
70
59
81

0 7

6
(I)

17
39
52
47
51

8
1

!
0

,

7 I

27 I

1

10 '

I

1

21 !

3 I

17 I

11

12
2

12

r 17.
70
50
62
45
63
5(
Oft

5 1
1

I
44
14 I

13
41
40

1.ess than I. - .11 Averalre. of 30 ark: of 17:8.. wItlin populnllon of 10.000 At I n4cr. 3 Thdrodike.

The majority of cities show a rapid falling off of t nrollmentat the
end of the compulsory attendance period; that is, at about 14 years
of age, or about at the closo of the sixth grade. However, the cause
of children leaving school in lrunswick and Glynn County is eri-

__ ilently not due to the feet that the compulSory period has ended,
herons° the law is not enforced. The rapid decline from the first,
to the second grade in the county and the gradual decline throughout
the.grades in the city indicate a prevalent laxity concerning attend-
ance; indifferent-Ifiethods of instruction; lack of interest in the
courses offered, and general ineffeetiveness in the system. The very
mailed falling off of children as they pass through the grades in the
rural schools indicates that something is radically wrong. It seems,
probable that .only those children with exceptional opportunity. or
with special ability finish the upper grades or the high school. The
grest_Majority of children in the country are apparently satisfied
With the very limited eduCation offered in the first few grades.
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PROGRE SS THROUGH THE GRADES.

4Wato of progress of children through the grades of the ele-
mentary.school is an important factor in determin. the efficiency
of a school system and is closely related to the 'matter of attendance.
In the future, complete records showing the age at (Intranet); pro-
motion or non - promotion, with reasons for the latter, should be kept
for each child as he progresses through theielementary grades. The
foilowittg,tables show the age-grade distribution for two white ele-
.mentary schools is 139inswick and for The entire Brunswick system.
For comparison a tablo showing similar facts for the Columbia (S. C.)
system is also given..

Aar-grade distribution of white children in the two elementary .ehvis of Brunswick
(1918-19).

ruder age. 1 Norma hage. Over age.

Ora, les. Glynn. Purvis. . Purvis. I 4;111111 Purvis.

No. 'Peret. No, Perel, No. Irerel. No. Perel. No. :Pere!: No. Peret.

3 1 0 I 0 .. 97 88 1 41 601 II 9 28 I at
2 0 0 1 0 ', 0 80 , 73 33 5o 28 27 32 I 5.1
3 4 4 1 : 2 04 ' 6/4 18 42 28 28 Z1
4 2 W 0 0 49 53 21 o4 i 41 45 13 :PiI

I5 1 1 2 3 TA I(16 27 30 II 29 33 25 47
6 8 10 1 3 51 : 70 22 64 . 15 20 12 I . 3.1

:Ige-gradr distributionfort. entire Brunswick spill', (1915-19).

Grade,

1

2
3
4
5
0

Under age.

Colored;

No. Per ct

3
0

. 3
2 1

3 2
9 8

No. Per et.

0
0
0
3
1

0.

00
4

Normal age.

White. 0 Colored.

Perot.. No. I'erct.

138
113
so

/45
76

76

61.1

59
67

771 47
22 1 10

24 I 2718 24
10 , 30
IS I 40

Over age.

No. Perri

39
60
41
34
53
27

23
35

Colored.

37
43
39
25

No. Pe'r et.

R8 51
97 !in
87 73

12 I fit
64 72

18 60

I Age.grude eThitribution of Columbia (5. C.) white and negro ch 'Wren compared (1917).

fIrados

1

2
'3

........
7

l'intler age. Normal age. Over age.

White. Negro.

No. ( Per No. Perot:

68 9.5 121 17.9
'76 14.6 I 9 3.0

36 7.3 17 0.0
36 7.8 21 10.3
21 R. 1 6 3.5

27 12 1

3.2 4,5
2. L 2

While. Negro.

No. Perot. No. Perot.

White. Negro.

No. Pert.

422 73.1. 280 41.4
323 62. 5 100 33.3

23372 59. 2 62 20. 5
210 60.9
163 60.3 44 40.0
141 .-03.5 29 34.0

100
119

16622

114

lii

17.4
23.0
25.
3304.

2
21.4

No.

752191

173
131

. 60

l'eret.

40.7
413.

040
61.2

SA
&kw
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OBSERVATIONS ON PRiCEDING TABLES.

It is usually assumed that children enter the grades at the age of
6 and if. they make normal progress complete one grade a year.
The normal age for children in the first grade is 6 years; in the
se,.ond, 7; in the third, 8; and so on. Children who. are younger
than the normal age are considered under-ago, thosit.who are above

_the normal age are classed as over-age. However, a two-Year rather
than a one-year span was used in the foregoing tables, so that normal
age m here defined extends over twoivear period in each grade.
Children who are 6 or.7 years old in the first grade are classed as" normal:" those who are 7 or 8 years old are "normal" for the
second grade, and so on. The allowance is therefore liberal. Thedata given can not be interpreted. literally. It is possible that achild old for his grade is really making normal or oven rapid progress,sine illness or late entrance may be accountable for over-ageness,
or even lack of attendan-e. In the absence of complete records, it
is impossible 'to make conclusive deductions. A few appare4con-

usionq seem justified.
. 1. The system does not-gut uniform re4lts; the different schools

are entirely unlike. The percentage of _over-age children is higher
in the Purvis than in the Glynn school. .0 is far greater in thecountry than in the city.. The reasons for this should be studied
carefully in order that proper and intelligent stops to remedy it maybe taken. Complete records kept through a period of years are
necessary for such a study.

2. While the percentage of children of normal ago is not execs;sively low, there are surprisingly few children in the Brunswick.
schools young for their grades. The data given for comparison showthis very plainly. This condition is -due somewhat .toirregular attendance; but other causes, class organization particu-
larly, will need to receive attention and study in order" that this con-
dition_may be relieved. ,

3.. It is apparent that there are altogether too many overage
children in the lower grades, and that there aro, a large number ofchildren 2 'ears and more overage. This coitkon indicates the'mod of spa int classes and better grading.

All of wh -It points the fact which has boon .brought out in other
parts of this report that a system of recording those and-Other Big-.
nificantlacts about the schools of Glynn County Should be devitedin order that an intelligent Study of the progress of ihe System inefficiency "nay from time to time be made..
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5. AMEND THE SPECIAL ACT UNDER WHICH THE SCHOOLS ARE
CONTROLLED TO PROVIDE FOR AN ELECTIVE BOARD AND TO
MAKE THE COUNTY A SINGLE TA XATION UNIT FOR SCHOOL
PURPOSES.

Glynn County is one of four counties in the State of Georgia in
which the p\iblic school system is governed by preconstitutional
legislation. The other three are Richmond County, Chatham County,'
and Bibb .County. The original act regulating public instruction
in the Ceunty of Glynn was passed iu 1873 and confirmed by the con-
stitutional convention of 1877. The act, modified by later enact -
men's, WAS consolidated and amended by the act of the general
assembly of 1914, which sets forth the provisions under which the
schools are now operating.

EXCELLENT FEATURES OF THE ACT.

This act as it now stands is so admirable that it might well servo
in a number of important. respects as a model for the State. It has
taken advanced ground, for example, in providing for the appoint-
ment by the board of a county superintendent rather than making
this a political office, as does the school code of the State, through
requiring that ho be elected by are people. This wise provision
enables tfie board to go anywhere for a superintendent and should
operate in the direction of getting,persons specially trained for the

'work.
'Moreover, the act wisely distinguishes between the legislative

and judicial functions properly belonging to a board of education
and the executive functions which should properly be delegated to
appointees. To quote the act bn this point:

Be it further enacted that it is the intention of this act to invest completely in the
board of education the control and management of all the public schools of Glynn
County. That the execution of their orders, rules, and regulations be performed by
their official appointees and employees other than themselves *:* *.

In matters, too, of taxation for school mainthnance this act has
taken advanced ground for it provides that the county board of
education shall fix the rate, thereby investing that body

'knows most about the schools and their needs with the authority
it requires to carry its plans for improvement into effect.

THE COUNTY SHOULD.COMPRISE A SINGLE UNIT FOR SCHOOL TAX.
ATION AND EXPENDITURE.

In an important particular, howevel., the act of 19T4, under which
Glynn County sEhools are operating, ip the judgment of thi Federal
commission, should be amended, namely, in respect -to its method
of raising and expending taxes for school purposes.
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As matters now '!Laud, Glynn County has two taxation districts
for school purposes, the City of Brunswick and that portion of the
county outside the city limits of Brunswick. While the county
board has jurisdiction over both districts, fixing within the statu-
tory limits of 8 mills, in the one district. and 5 mills in the other, the
tax rate for the schools, nevertheless, the act of 1914 requires that
the taxes derived from each district shall he expended in the dis-
trict, frain which they are collected. Although the act in limiting '
the taxation districts to two is in advance of the general school code
of Georgia, which permits the forming of a number of local taxa-
tion districts ,within a county, sot the commission is convinced that
Glynn County, in this matter, should go a step further and abolish
all distinction between the City of Brunswick and the rural portion
of the county in respect both to taxation and to expenditures for
education.

A child living in the remote and isolated parts of Glynn Minty
ought to have equal chance with the child living in the City of
Brunswick for getting at least the minimum essentials (If an educa-
tion. Upon the rural resident, quite as much as upon the resident
of the city, rests responsibility for shaping the policies of State and
of Nation. It is quitu.s important that the school help the country
child- to determine viNe his tastes and aptirtides lay and to give him .
the training necessary for the development of those, to the point
where he becomes a worthy self-supporting member of society,

ocaking his contribution to its needs, as it is for the school to prepare .
city children for finding their place and work in the world. Ob-
viously, a child living in Brobston, or. Everett, or Zuta, sparsely
settled places, as they aro, with piror land values, is not going to
have the educational advantages of a child living in Brunswick
unless conditions are equalized in some way. Much can of course
ho done to improve opportunities through consolidating schools,.
transporting pupils, and securing bettor school organization, matters
discussed in other parts of this report, but, in the end, all such matters
rest, back upcin the financial support which creek) secured.

INTERESTS OF BRUNSWICK AND OF ADJACENT COUNTRY IDENTICAL.

The interests of the City of Brunswick and of the country lying
back of her are not different; they are identical. Never will Bruns-
wick become the city, which her geographical situation,, her climate,
and her remarkable natural harbor warrant until the country stretch-
ing all about her has been developed and settled. Thousands of

..acres of overflow land of inexhaustible ,fertility lie all about which
if reclaimed and drained would be splendidly adapted to truck
raising and intensive farming, providing an area capable of support-
ing im immense population. Furthermore,.her,proximity to the great.
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markets of the country by train and by vessel, coupled with the fore-
going features, gives to Brunswick unusual agricultural f)ossibilities.
It is, then, of direct concern to Brunswick that tWe county of Glynn
shall be given all the assistance possible along every line of progress.
Moreover, in no activity, it should be added, is this more important
than in the effort to provide good selmlols.for the children of those
who establish their homes in the couAy.

In the process.of equalizing the educational opportunity for the
country and city child the revision shobld be upward for both.
Abolishing lines between the City of Brunswick and the county out-
side, permitting a flat school tax to be placed on the county as a
whole, sufficient to make generous provision for all the children of
the county, and permitting, the board of education to distribute the
income among the schools so that equal opportunity shall be given
all, are surely of such importance that no further delay in securing the
necessary authority through amending the 1914 act should be
permitted:

6. THE SYSTEM NEEDS A STRONGER TEACHING STAFF AND
MORE EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM WORK.

IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF BRUNSWICK.

The teachers'in the City of Bfunswick give, on the whole, an im-
pression of dignity, pleasing' personality, interest in their work and
possibility for professional achievement. One is not impresSed with
any evidence of unity of purpose, of loyalty to the schooLor to the
system, or of strong professional spirit in the teaching corps. Each
teacher is concerned with her grade or room. With two exceptions,,
all of the elementary teachers had some experience before they were
engaged in Brunswick and about half of them have beep in the
system from two to seven years. Ten are teaching for the first
time in the system this year. As a whole they are reasonably well
prepved. At least half have academic and professional training
equivalent to graduation from 'a standard normal school. Two have
no professional training beyond that obtained at one or two summer
normal courses, following graduation from high school; one has com-
pleted a college course. The corps as a whole while not strong is
reasonably well trained but shows the need of fol.ceful leadership and
of intelligent direction.

The discipline throughout the system, with a few exceptions, is
unfortunate. The rooms are not well kept, papers are scattered
about the floor, and dust covers storage boxes- and fills. the corners.
Walls and ceilings which are unsightly in color and oven unclean
add to the gloom of buildings badly lighted.. Tho stoves used to
heat the rooms are rusty and unsightly. Storage closets and ,book-
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cases are disorderly and dusty and there is a gen&al lack of order and
cleanliness in respect to, the appearance of the rooms. Some notable
prxceptions in these matters, in both white and colored schools,
shot.ld be noted, however.

In many rooms the children were noisy and restless and in instances,
even in the upper grades, spoke without permission, waved their
hands, snapped their fingers, and acted in quite an undisciplined and
disorderly manner. In a few cases noted, children did not respond
to correction either with good spirit or with quicknessand definite-
ness. In many rooms there seemed to be no system concerning
routine matters, such as passing papers, preparing for writing lessons,
and the like. This results in much waste of time. Programs are
posted in the rooms but not always followed.

Although the majority of the teachers have some professional
training, they apparently ignore it and fall back into bad 'habits of
teaching. Tile work in the classrooms is formal and indifferent in
a number of cases. A few teachers show initiative and originality
and freedom from textbook routine, but the majority are following
a ..memorization process. There is no uniformity of procedure or
evidence of team work or organization.

Tire teachers depend too much on home work, even in the lower
grades. In several instances observed, when the children failed in
their lessons, the teacher made no effort to help but merely suggested
that they take home their books and study the lesson again. Too
much home study is generally the recourse of inexperienced and
untrained or unsupeivised.teachcrs No directions or suggestions
as to how to study were noted in anytOom. Assignments when heard
were by pages or paragraphs. In many rooms the teacher called
constantly on a few only, allowing them to do the work, while the
others idled with little interest n the recitation. A good deal of
rending and reciting in concert was heard in the lower grades. Enun-
ciation and pronunciation and good expression were so bad in many
rooms that it was not easy for an observer to understand what the
children were reading.

The course of study as pursued seems to be in the minds of individ-
ual teachers and not in any tangible form. Not all teachers were
following the same cQurso. The organization of subject matter is
chiefly that of the textbook used or is based on traditional practice
as understood by the teacher. Several teachers did not know
definitely what course was being followed: The frequency with
which the visitor encounters classes in .writing leads one to believe
that a great dbal of time is spent upon it, though the results obtained
do not justify this.

Music, art, industrial and manual work, cooking, household.arts;
playground activities, and physical education are among the subjeCt4:
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which seem almost entirely ignored. Such singing as was heard
indicates that music is *not taught in any systematic or organized
way. It is apparently used to fill in time not otherwise planned for.
The selections used are entirely unfitted to train children's ability t'
appreciate good music. There is no attention given to pitch, tone,
or expression.

There is a marked dearth of illustrative material for teaching such
subjects ns histlry, geography, and reading. A few supplementary
readers are supplied for the lower grades and the Carpenter Geograph-
ical Readers in the upper grailCs. Training in the use of a library
and the ability to use source material or gather and organize informa-
tion apparently receives no attention. As a whole the teaching may
be said to be chiefly on the lower plane angiven over to the mem-
orizing of information found in the textbook rather than in training
the children in the exercise of judgment and initiative.

IN THE BRUNSWICK HIGH SCHOOL.

The qtality of the teaching work in the Brunswick High School i41."
relatively on a higher level than in the grades. Indeed, an exam-
ination of the classroom practice in the high school discloses the
fact that it compares very favorably with that of many high schools
in other parts of the country which a .e larger and better equipped..
The personality of the teachers is go . Their training for the most
part has .been quite all that can o expeeted of teachers in small
schools, and in some instances is quite superior to that ordinarily
found among high-school teachers. The Brunswick High School
faculty impressed the commission as being made up of men and
women of superior personality.

The teaching load, however, is too heavy. Several teachers are
teaching seven periods a day. This is too much for good work.
The board should provide more teachers, thereby lightening the bur-
den. This will express itself at once in greater efficiency. The work of
the school also needs to be better coordinated than it now appears to
be. As in the elementary schools each teacher seems to be working
pretty largely along lines of her own planning. This, of course,
within reasonable limits is commendable, but there is need in the
.Brunswick high school for more teamwork than is now apparent. This
calls for leadership either by th \e superintendent or by the high-school
principal or both. In the event the principal is held responsible for
policies in the high school he should be granted sufficient time free
from teaching t enable him to visit the teachers in their work and
to advise with them individually and collectively as to details.
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TEACHING IN THE RURAL SCHOOLS.

While the classroom work in the elementary grades of the city i9
not satisfactory, that in the country schools is worse. The staff Of
teachers is less permanent., not so well trained, and less promising in
respect to possibilities. Better salaries and living conditions in
the city result in attracting teachers of good. personality, ability, and.%
training. In fact, the selection of teacherilor rural schools seems
based on the applicant's ability to accept the small salary offered
and to find a I living place under disadvantageous circumstances.
The salaries are low and run from month to month only. The term-,
while uncertain in length, is short at hest.. The board does not
contract with teachers for a specified time, but it is undefstood that
school is to continue as long as the attendance justifies it. Few
teachers with ability and energy will accept such terms even if sal-
aries. wete higher and living places more acceptable. Negligence
concerning the educati6n of children on the part of school boards
and patrons is reflected in the children and their attitude toward
.chool. The vicious circle ,of irresponsibility toward education
will 'probably continue until conditioner are improved.

All but two of the teachers in the country are teaching for the
first time in their present positions. Only two have the minimum

... training required of applicants in the city and a few have no certifi-
cates.

.

Of the teaching there is little to say. It is the textbook memo-.
rization process poorly done.. Classes are too many and too small
some of one pupil only. Sometimes there are several pupils doilig
the work of one grade a few pages apart in the reader or arithmetic
or geography. Little attempt at careful grading has been made.
Generally there are no schedules regularly followed. Teachers had
no programs, or kept them at home or had not yet made one, though
the visits were made in December. Many teachers had not thought
about and did not know the number of recitations heard daily. After
stopping to count them the observer found that the number varied
from 16 to 38. -No. thought had been given to the distribution of
the teacher's time among classes or subjects. . The organization of
material given in the textbook takes the place of a course of study.
Either because of lack of ability or indifference, no efforts have been
made for better organization of one-teacher schools through combi-
nation or alternation of classes. Whe teachers have no regular
programs but merely hear recitations they happen to remember
them, using for this purpose from 5 to 0 minutes, they sonTaireies
give' entirely. to much time to certain classes or subjects and not
enough to others. The result is chaotic. Only by accident can /.
children get an education worth having.
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The teachers of the rural schools ought to be nitre carefully
selected. Only those of superior ability and training can successfully
meet the difficult problems presented in the small rural school.
They should be engaged for a definite period of nine months and the
hoard should see that children attend during this time. The salaries
of rural teachers should be based on the wage scale adopted, with a
possible bonus in order to secure the best teachers where they are
most needed. This plan is successfully followed elsewhere, for
example, in Baltimore County, Md. In addition, proviSton must be
made for living places. Cottages for the teachers should be erected
at the consolidated schools. When this arrangement is not possible,
other provisions should be made by the board, even if it is necessary
to build a room or erect a portable cottage near enough to some con-
venient farmhouse for safety and protection where the teacher can
be hoarded or can board herself.

TEACHING IN COLORED RURAL SCHOOLS.

The teachers in the colored rural schools of the county, with a
very few exceptions, have not themselvt; had the advantage of any
education in advance of the grades they are trying to teach. Many
of them have no certificates. Even the missionary spirit, so often
found among- Negro teachers in other communities, partially com-
pensating for lack of education, is not in evidence here. All that
can be said is that a few are making the best of very unfavorable
circumstances. Most of the rooms are clean. There is, however,
absolute lack of equipment. No usable blackboards, globes, maps,
or supplementary books were seen and even desks are not supplied
in many cases. The teachers are paid but pl a month for an in-
definite term, not more than five or six months. One can not but
feel that this pitiable makeshift merely serves as an excuse that
schooling is provided. Unless teachers with better training and
education and some of the qualities of leadership are secured for the
colored schools, the children would he about as well of if engaged
in some useful work at their homes. Mere literacy may be obtained
in such schools as are now furnished, but nothing more can be ex-
pected, and unless more attention is given to enrolling the children
of school agaor a reasonable term even this will not be accomplished.

ADEQUATE SUPERVISION SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR CITY AND
COUNTRY SCHOOLS.

Many. of the improvements suggested in teaching methods and
organization of a teaching corps can be secured only by an adequate
supervisory force. At present upon the superintendent is placed
the solo responsibility for all administrative and supervisory duties,
too much for one individual. Moreover, certain special lines of
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work require specialized training. Teachers can be properly trained
and directed only by persons definitely equipped for this work. So
far, the schools of the city and country have ignored the newer sub-
jects of the curriculum in the elementary schools. These can be

'taught by the regular teachers, if they are properly selected and
supervised. Primary work, reading, and phonics are among the sub-
jects poorly tatight. It must be remembered that the foundation
for future education is laid in the lower grades where the tool sub-
jects are given and habits of work and study are formed. These
grades are of the utmost importance. If poor teaching must be
endured, it would better be in the upper grades where the children
are less dependent on the guidance of the teacher.

The commission has carefully considered the supervisory needs
of the city and county and the following represents the minimum
force necessary to achieveresults: First, a primary supervisor to
have charge of the work of the first four grades. This supervisor
should be well trained and experienced and able to direct all of the
work of these grades, including play activities, physical education.
music, art, and handwork, In order that the benefits of supervi-
sion may be extended to the rural schools, the board should engage
a chauffeur so that all supervisors may visit the country schools
often enough to direct the work in them.

Second, a supervisor of home economics should be employed.
With the assistance of such a supervisor one teacher employed in
Brunswick would be able to take care of the work in the fifth and
sixth grades in addition to that now given in the upper grades. This
would leave the supervisor free to spend a good deal of time in the
country until the work is established and atourse adjusted to rural .
needs worked out. The committee has in mind that this course
should make provision for boys as well m for girls and should be a
study of foods, home keeping and home education; the preparation
of the school lunch; and the direction of home gardening and poultry
raising. Plain sewing could be given in alternate years, in substi-
tution for one of the foregoing subjects.

If the board of education feels that the expense of such a super-
visor is too great at the present time, the commislAttn suggests as a
temporary arrangement that home economics in the rural schools be
taught by the regular teachers in cooperation with the County home
demonstration agent. Under such a plan the work could be closely
correlated with the club work in poultry raising and with other home
projects supervised by the demonstration agent. If this plan were
adopted for the county schools, classes and courses in Brunswick
should be reorganized and extended so as to offer the home keeping
subjects to the girls of the lfth and sixth grades. No additional
teacher is necessary in order to do this.
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Third, a grade supervisor should be engaged whose duties in the
upper grades would correspond to those suggested for the primary
supervisor. For the present these may be performed by the county
superintendent with the assistance of three of the rdkular teachers
from the elementary or high school grades preferably those working
with the departmental plan, in 'order that the time schedule may
be properly arranged. When the teaching staff is engaged the
board should select one teacher, who, in addition to the regular s,ub-

lect taught, which may, for example, be science iii the high school,
should have charge of athletics in the high school and direct physical
education above the fourth grade. Another teacher should be se-
lected who has specialized in the fine and industrial arts and another
who is prepared to direct music. This work can be done in addition
to teaching the regular subjects under the departmental plan. All
good teacher-training institutions prepare such teachers, and the
board can secure them without great additional expense. This is
suggested as one mdthod of providing supervisory instruction in
the newer subjects without too great an expenditure of funds. When
the people appreciate'the value of instruction of this kind they will
willingly pay for special supervisors.

It is expected of course that all this supervision will extendtt:
the rural schools as well as to the schools of Brunswick. It, will be
necessary to pay salaries high enough to secure for the positidns
persons with ability to inspire and organi teaching force as
well as to direct the work. .Supervision, especially when it extends
over a wide extent of territory, can not be done wholly threuali
visits. The supervisor must depend on teachers' meetings, circular
letters and opportunity for observation. Work of this nature means
the ability to lead teachers as .well as to teach children. It is ex-
pected also that colored schoolskouldfiave the benefit of such super-
vision as well as the white schoolq.

PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE FOR IMPROVING TEACHERS WHILE IN
THE SERVICE.

The methods pursued in the classroom, the attitudp of the teachers,
and the general tone of the system show the need of a plan for con-
tinued professional-training for teachers while in service. This does
not mean any abatement or remission of standard requirements
covering the education and the training of the teachers employed.
It mere!" means keeping the staff up to the highest.pitch of efficiency
through continued .professional growth. Teachers should keep
informed on advanced, ideas in education, they should be abreast
Of progress in methods and ideals and be familiar with the literature
of the profession to be found in the best books and magazines. This
work should be directed in a systematic way by the superintendent
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and supervisors. In this way a good corps cf teachers is constantly
made better and a corps of mediocre ability raised to a higher degree
of efficiency.

PROVISION FOR SUBSTITUTE TIACHERS.

In a system the size, of Glynn County deft ite provision must be
made for substitutes when regdar teachers are ill or absent' for
other unavoidable reasons. The present pra' tics of providing for
vacancies by putting the room in charge of hig school girls or other
inexperienced persons is an injustice, to the c iildren. Good work
can not be expected. Regular substitute teacl rs of maturity and
experience are needed. The work is more diffic tin discipline and
methods of teachingthan that which falls to t o regular teacher.
Moreover, all teacherebecasionally need visiting ays, in order to
become familiar with the best things being done b other teachers -'in the system, or other systems not too far remove . In addition
to the regular staff, then, the board should en e at least one
teacher who should substitute when necessary, take charge ols rooms
on appointed dates while regular teachers visit and observe the work
of others, and give denionstation lessons in advanced ideas and
methods for the benefit of the teachers on the regular staff.

Z. A NEW COURSE OF STUDY SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR THE
SCHOOLS.

Frequent reference has been made 01 the discussion of other topics
to deficienees in the courses of study followed in Glynn County andBrunswick. There is, at present, no authorized course of study forall grades and schools. The commission found much diversity of
procedure as to methods and content. Exact uniformity is notdesirable, but certain minimum results should be expected of allgrades. There is, for example, no justification for the fact that the
eonunission found pupils in one room getting better results in spelling,
reading, and general training than those of another room in the samegrade. Such conditions indicate that children of the system arenot being provided with equal opportunities in school. It is not
essential or desirable that children in any one grade in several schoolsshould be reading thesamo lesson or considering the same topics in
geography or history at agiven time. It is desirable that, the required
minimum be accomplished in the same grade in all rooms anti in all
schools. The course of -study should be a guide to the teacher in
respect to the amount of work to be accomplished ill a given time.
It should suggest good methods of teaching, set. standards of accom-
plishment, and promote' enough uniformity assure minimum
results in all gradeand clasaroOme. 410178° 20-3
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CONTENT OF THE COURSE OF STUDY.

The commission is of the opinion that the schools should be organ-
ized on the 6-3-3 plan and, he course of study formulated with this
in view. The necessity of broadening the scope of school work by
adding new subjects has been pointed out elsewhere in this report
and the means of making provision for their introduction and super-
vision suggested. The course of study should be worked out by the
supervisory and teaching corps under the general direction of the
superintendent. Tentative outlines, made by committees of teachers
in conference, should be tried out in the classroom and made as perfect
as possible before adoption. In this way a course definitely adapted
to the needs of county and city system would be secured. The
Stet course of study furnishes a good basis for work and may be
used as a point of departure. The commission would suggest that as
a first step the State course be adopted and at it be later modified
in the light of the experience gained in its use. Many excellent
suggestions are found in it. It should not be used without modifica-
tion and free supplementation in order to give more detailed sug-
gestions and to make adaptations to local conditions. The new
course should provide for music, the fine and industrial arts, agri-
culture and nature study, home economics, community civics,
hygiene, antertreation. It should also provide for correlating the
subjects of the curriculum by organizing around large topics or
projecie or suggesting means for doing this. It is better to present
the work of the grade for a stated period or time or until a certain
topic or project is completed than to present separate outlines for
each subject.

OBSERVATIONS ON ORGANIZATION.

Observation of the children and the examination of the papers
handed in in Brunswick and experience with other schools convince
the commission that there are some children in the regular classes
who are not mentally capable of doing the work of the grade to which
they are assigned. No definite study of. -the number of these was
made. Probably one ungraded room is needed, where their special
needs can be studied and work adapted to their ability given. They .
may then advance as rapidly as possible without hampering the
progress of the normal childrei.

When the new organization is effected the two-session plan with
noon intermission should be adopted for ell gr
the school day decided upon will depend upon v
for example, the adoption or rejection of the work-stu

The length of
conditions;

lay plan.
In any. case, however, the present combination of the one and twd
session plans is not, satisfactory. With the adoption of the enriched

; curriculum reoomtnended, the variety of activities necessary to carry
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out the program will require a full day for all grades. The course of
study should provide definitely for proper distribution of the time
of children and teachers.

THE COURSE OF STUDY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.

Free election of high school subjects to the degree permitted in the
Glynn high school is not desirable. It is better to prescribe a core
of work for alternative courses with some oppoaunity for election
of subjects within the group selected. In this respect the suggestions
offered by the high school division of the State department of Georgia
are well considered and should be.carefully examined before substi-
tutions and changes are introduced. Doubtless some modification
of the suggestive course is desirable the better to adapt it to local
needs and ideas, but in general its salient features arc sound. It
could well function more than it now does as a guide to the work of
the Glynn high school.

While the essentials are the same in the city and the country (and
the length of terms should be also) the organization of classes in two.
three, and four teacher schools will necessitate definite adaptation
of the course to suit these conditions. Different methods of approach
and presentation are necessary, based on the experiences and environ-
ment of rural children. These adjustments should be made under
the direction of the supervisors and tried out in the classroom as
previously suggested. The one-teacher schools should not attempt
more than five or six grades, preferably five. The consolidated
schools might well include one or two years of junior high school
work, provided there are more than two teachers. The last year of.
junior high and all senior high school classes should be given in the
county high school at Brunswick.

The organization of classes and the course of study itself should
recognize the varying abilities of children and make provision for
at least three groups:

(a) Children of average ability who will complete the normal
requirements of one grade a year.

(b) Those who can not do so much and fall behind the class average .but who can be expected to complete the essentials if confined to
them.

(c) Those who are of more thiln average ability. Some of these
may be ableto make more than One grade a year. Others can not
go so fast but find' the work of the average group too easy.

In the lower grades there may be separate rooms for each group.
In the upper grades the three groups may be in one room. The course
of study should be so arranged as to supply teachers with directions
concerning the amount of subject, matter and the most essential
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topics to be covered by each group. This arrangement will enable
, teachers to deal with children more nearly according to their indi-
vidual abilities.

8. THE SCHOOLS OF BRUNSWICK AND OF GLYNN COUNTY SUFFER
BECAUSE OF INADEQUATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT.

THE PER CAPITA SCHOOL EXPENDITURE IN BRUNSWICK.

Brunswick falls into that group of cities having a population
ranging from 10,000 to 30,000. It will be of interest to see how
Brunswick's expenditure for school maintenance compares with the
expenditure for the same items funong typical cities of her popula-
tion group. The reports for the year 1917-18 are taken, for these
are the latest reports available. The following table shows the facts
based upon returns made to the Federal Bureau of Education'?

Erpendipre for current school. expenses, per capita of children in average daily attendance,
11117-18.

Alabama:
Anniston
Ihetevemer
Gadsden
Selma

Total

California:
Alameda e
Bakersfield
Eureka
Fresno
Lang Beac h
Pomona
Redlands
Riverside
San lose
Rookies

Total

Gar:

them
Brunswick
Columbus
Rome.
YraCTOOS.

Current A %erne
daily

cxPell" attendance.

538,572 2,410
59, KM 2, 524
34,844 1,768
44,843 1,710

41719,091 8,412...

248,815 4,067
138,485 2,968
123,493 2,074
401,305 7,315
403,280 0,183
180,802 2,310
125,873 1,637
211,485 3,053
327,778 5,413
363, 813 5,212

2,626,90 40,232. _

48,71Y1
39,190

103,190
41,577
48,012

Alexandria 55,110
Balm Rouge '41,701
Lake Charlen. , 55,110
Monroe 41701
Shreveport 100,916

A VellICP
i)er (sp)t 1
ex acttdi-

lure.

SIG. ix)
24.7Q
19.70
28.21

21. 17

61.13
-10. 65

59.54
54.80
06.22
78.27

tet
69.27
60.55
70.19

62. ten

2,120
1,574
3,021
1,822
1,945

32.-15
24.181
28.61
22.93
34.17

301,170 11, 27.17

1,811 30.43

1 30.43
29. 96

1,744.11316

Z3.07
22.77.

Total 494, 889

North Carelhia:
Asheville 111,529
Durham. 92,761
Greensboro 71,926Mon ,

__74,2/9
91,931

Winston-Salem ""16;0011

11,211 26.28

2,496
3,290
2,973
4,005

Total b39,380 20,699

26.29
32.00
29.33
27.89
25.97
20.84
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E. penditure for current school ( xpensts, per capita of children in average daily attendance.

1917-18--Continued.

Cities

..,,a I11 orolina:

Current
expenses.

Average
daily

attendance.

Average
per capita
expendi-

ture.

4

8102, 912 $4,223 $24.10
60,121 3, 224 18. b2SpurPanburg
60,321 3,228 18.68

Total

irr ia:
223,354 10,670 I 20.91

11,1ria
41,014 1,976 21.21I /An, i
711,025 3, 318 22.91Lcncliburg

143,713 4,452 32.28Newport Net,.
102,912 3,321 30.98Petersburg
102,912 4,6101 25.1.2Staunton
34,117 1,134 30.08

Total
SOI, :43 18,297 27.41

From the foregoing table the following facts are obvious:
1. Brunswick's expenditure was belim that of Athens and Colum-.

bus in her own State and considerably below the average for the
cities of her group in Georgia.

Vt. She is above.the average.of-ciiies of her group in Alabama and
South Ca'rolina, but below that of siniiltir cities in Louisiana, North
Carolina, and Virginia.

3. Her expenditure was only about 38 per cent of the average
expedditure of cities of her group in California.

THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION OFFERED.

In order that the botyd might keep ithin these financial limits, it
has been necessary, to deny the children all but the cheapest kind of
educational oppoitunity.

An education limited in the elementary grades to reading, writing,
arithmetic, history, geography, and spelling is the cheapest typo of
education which can he offered for instruction in these subjects. It
can be given by teachers without special technical training; in classes
'!'Mich are cif a size limited only by the capacity of the classrooms; and

IINth a minimum of equipment relati,ely inexpensive iu quality.
When a prograni of enriching school opportunities by introducing
training in music, art, handwork, cookery, sewing, and household
arts, manual training and industrial work, and providing for the
needs of exceptional children is entered upon, classes must be made
smaller,: teachers with a more specialized training must be 'fibtained,
and better and more expensive equipment must be secured. In
short, whenever a board is unable to expend more than $25 per child
per year on his education one invariab136 finds such education limited
to the conventional- school s'ubjeets. And so in 'Brunswick and
Glyin County educational opportunity for ..the elemOntitry &oho&
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child is limited to a training which secures but little more than mere
literacy. .

While a generation ago this was all the schools attempted or thought
within their proper province, nevertheless, it is now clear that owing
to the shift in the nature and character of our life the school must
increasingly assume a larger share and responsibility in the education
of our youth. There is a growing conception to which the school is
increasingly responding that the true educational process does not
consist in the accumulation of encyclopedic knowledge; that it is
not effected from without inward; that it is not achieved by the
imposition of authority but that it is based, rather, upon the pupil's
individual activity; upon personal investigation and observation;
upon forming judgments, reaching tentative conclusions, and testing
out and checking up hypotheses. The school's business from the
standpoint of this conception is to provide the opportunity, the
leadership, and the coordinating influence without which the pupil's
activity would be completely lacking in organization, having no ob-
jective, and, in consequence, valueless. Is needless to remark that
work of such character can never be accomplished with any success
under the conditions in which our overcrolded, inadequately sup:
ported, understaffed, poorly equipped schools are working.

So, too, with high school educationthe cheapest type of educa-
tionthe type requiring the least outlay for equipment, for teachihg
staff, for housing facilities, requiring the least adaptation to individual
mewls, is the type comprised in the conventional college preparatory
education. The Brunswick high school (Glynn Academy) has gone
a stop beyond this, however, for a course leading to business activities
of a commercial type as been introduced; so, also, there is being
organized a course for girls in household arts. It should also be
added that in the bond call for $250,000 just passed upon favorably
by tbr people provision is made for a memorial high school which
shall give special attention to the vocational arts. To this extent
high-school instruction in Glynn County is responding to the modern
movement toward providing richer educational opportunities for
the young people. To extend such work beyond the present begin-
nings, however, a considerable increase in maintenance is needed, it
is obvious.

TEACHERS' SALARIES TOO LOW.

Moreover, to keep within the average per capita school expenditure
of $25 it has been necessary to ask teachers to work at salaries which
tinder present conditions are below a living wage. The annual
ries of white teachers in the elementary schools of -Brunswick range
from $720 to-$775 with an average of about $750; with the white
teachers in the high school the range is higher running among the
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women from $900 to about $1,200. In the rural schools salaries are
lower, ranging from $50 to.$70 per month for white teachers and for
a six-months' term in several instances. The colored teachers in
both city and country get much less, their average in the city being
about $450 for a nine- months' term, while in the country the prevail-
ing salary of colored teachers is $30 per month for a termilivally not
longer than six months.

Board, room, fuel, and laundry cost the teacher who lives in Bruns-
wick $50 to $60 per.month. The teacher who receives the average
salary paid of $750 has ,trom $210 to $300' left after the cost of eating
and ,sleeping for nine months has been deducted. Out of this margin
she must live during the remaining three months of the year; provide
her clothing for the entire year; pay for her amusements, her dentist
bills, her insurance, and her church contributions; lay by a percent-
age for the, "rainy day "; improve herself professionally through
attending summer normals, through the purchase of books and maga-
zines, and through travel ; and, in many instances, in addition, she
must contrib.ute to the support. of dependents. It is clear that as
matters, now stand, on a yearly margin of from $200 to $300, the
teacher is faced with an impossible task, In consequence of \this
inability to meet even the minimum essentials of such a need, so
many teachers have left the classrooms to enter other lines of activity
offering a more ample margin that the country is nowhterally facing
a teacher famine.

A first step of practical character which the board of education of
'`Glynn County could well take in meeting this situation would be that

of extending the present monthly payments, now 9 in the city of
Brunswick, to 12. If this were done, teachers now receiving $720
annually would be increased to $960, ,those now getting $765
would receive $1,020, and others in like proportion. The terms of
rural schools should be increased to nine, months and the salaries of
teachers" increased in a manner similar to that suggested for city
teachers. Even this advance, though it Would mean an immediate
increase of about 33i per cent in salaries, is not sufficient as a perma-
nent schedule. Neither, it should be said, would a flat advance of
such character give the needed opportunity for recognizing special
merit in terms of increased salary. . In turn, for such salary increase,
it would be entirely fitting for the board to require teachers to take
work from time to time at summer normal schools or in other ways
give evidence-of professional and academic growth.

Every one knows that some teachers in a depaitment are worth
much more than others, 'and every one knows, too, that this worth

.is not dependent upon length of service. The present plan upon which
the salaries of Glynn County teachers are based offers no induce-.
mont for special industry or for sustained; effort to secure golf-
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improvement, for the 'teacher who does just enough to escape dis-
missal gets quite as much as does the teacher whose heart is in her
work. Again, there is a strong tendency among teachers as among
all workers on salary, when middle ago is reached and the maximum
salary is attained, to permit the desire for a comfortable, easy-going
life berth to outweigh the ambition for a steadily increasing per-
sonal efficiency which can be gotten only at 'the expense of hard
work and many denials of personal pleasure. A salary schedule

, should be so planned that not only can individual merit be recog-
nized but self-improvement encouraged as well. The schedule
which follows is designed to meet these conditions. Under present
living costs it offers no larger remuneration to teachers than they
ought to have. It is suggested as a goal which the Qlynn County
board shoal earnestly seek to reach at the earliest possible moment.

.1 propos(d salary schedule.

Teachers.

Length
of time
dap-
point-
men t.

:1

5
(

Salary schedule for each group.

Yearly
salary

Increase.

175
75
50
50

Year in,
which
group
maxi.
mum

can be
reached.

Third.
Third.
Fifth.
Seventh.

Elementary. I High school.

Mini-
mum.

Maxi-
mum.

41,350
1,575
1,850
2,200

Mini-
mum.

$1,000
1,215
1,450
1,700

Maxi-
MUM.

1. One-year teachers (proba-
tionary for 3 years)

2. Three-year teachers
3. Five-year teachers...
4. Permanent teachers

$1,150
1,375
1,650
2,005

611,,4240
25

1,650
1,900

I Until retired.

When the maximum of each group is reached the following alternative courses should be open to the
heard of education:

1. Termination of the contract (permissible each 3 car In group No. 1).
2. Reappointment annually at the group maximum.
3. Promotion to the next higher group.
The promotion from group to group beyond that of the three-year teachers should be granted only to those

who have shown special merit and have given evidence of valuable professional study. To satisfy the
latter condition, the board might require the cat didate for promotion to spend a rear in study at some
recognised college or university, or a year in teaching in some good school system In another part of the
country, or perhaps a year In study and travel combined. In this connection a system of exchanging
teachers might easily be established between Brunswick and other critics to their mutual advantage.

A schedule such as the one prepared would have teachers who enter
the first group looked upon as being on a probationary" status,
subject to reelection each year for three years. Those who are rated
as "successful". at the end of this period may be promoted to the
group of three-year teachers, where they will advance automatically
by $75 increments for a period of three years. Those who are rated
as-"unsatisfactory" can in turn be continued from year to year
at the maximum of the probationary group or dropped from the
corps. When a telpher has reached the maximum of the "three-
year" group, the board can then promote her to the "five-year"
group if she has met the requirements demanded for promotion,
reelect her from year to year at the maximum she has reached or
dismiss her. And so when the maximum of the ''five-year" group
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is 1c itched, the teacher who has won promotion by her success in
the classroom and by her efforts at self-improvement can be made
a member of the " permanent teacher" group where she will remain
until she retires. If, in the judgment of the officials, a teacher has
not Merited this promotion, she can be retained for a'time at the
maximum salary granted to the group she is in or be dropped. In
this manner an adjustment can be worked out between the teachers'
proper desire for security of tenure and the board's, proper delire
to eliminate the teachers who do not continue to grow in efficiency.
At the same time the teacher knows that efforts at self-improvement
will find tangible reward in terms of salary increase.

In this connection the analysis of the teachers' needs made by
the Massachusetts Teachers' Federation in a'recent report will bo
of interest. The three possible types of wages discussed in the report
were represented and defined as follows:

s41.11111 RECOMENDATIONS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS' FEDERATION.

An existence wage.

Saving.

Giving.

Spending.

Board.

Clothing.

Latindry.

Transportation.

Health.

Incidentals.

Necessities.

Comforts.

Luxuries.

Reading:

Recreation.

Spiritual uplift.

Improvement (self
or professional).

A thrift wage.

A cultural wage.
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A thrift wage brings relief from worry, but leaves the mind and
soul hungering for those things which a teacher best knows she must
have in 'order to do her duty.

A culture adage includes the other two, and equips the teacher for
greater usefulness in the school and in the community.

At a meeting of teachers representing all parts of Massachusetts
the above budget was filled in according to the consensus of opinion
of all present. The result was an estimate of $1,382 for an existence
wage, $1,612 for a thrift wage, and $1,812 for a cultural wage. Sub-
sequent reports from various communities verified these figures as
being a conservative estimate for a minimum.

THE SALARY OF NEGRO TEACHERS.

The salaries paid the Negro teachers are absurdly low, about $150
per yedr of nine months in Brunswick and $30 per month for about
six months, in the country. With the Negro schools, as with the
white, the hoard should be in a position to require_ increasingly
higher qualifications of the teachers and also to have a larger number
from which to make selection. this can not be done until salaries
'are increased.

As standards of education, professional training, and_..xperience
required of eolored teachers are raised more nearly to Gpproximate-
the requirements set for white teachers, as they indell should be,
more nearly also should the salary schedule of the former approxi-
mate that of the latter. Among colored schools, as among white
schools, conditions should prevail which will draw to the schoolroom
teachers of the highest ability and of the best training. Colored
men and women should find in the profession of teaching children of
their own race an opportunity for a career of dignity and of the
highest usefulness.

THE SCHOOLS NEED A MORE LIBERAL EQUIPMENT.

Not only has the effort of the Glynn County board to hold to an
average expenditure of $25 per child made it .necessary to limit tilt
schools to a cheap type of education and to require the teachers to
work for less than a living wage, but it has also made it necessary
to ask the schools go conduct their fork without the equipmene
necessary for securing 'efficient results.

Doubtless one reason why more oral-class discussion of lively char-
actor was not found either in the elementary schools or in the classes
of high-school rank, though there were notable exceptions in both,
is due to the pitiable lack of supplemental help, such as books,
charts, maps, and illustrative material of various kinds which the
modern school finds indispensable. -
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Without such enriching material the teacher is forced to dependentirely !won the textbooks which the pupils purchase. Now, a

textbook because of its space limitations can be little more than anoutline or a compendium of generalizations which its author hascompiled. The mere memorization of these gen4ralizations Is of noeducational value. The value comes in wisely guiding the child alongthe path the author took in reaching his generalizations' and in show-
ing the child some of the rich and interesting detail which the authorhad before him when he was occupied in writing his text. By havingsuch concrete detail at hand and through the rough-and-tumble ofan interested group discussion wherein the children themselves con-stantly raise the questions which their interest prompts, the wiseteacher can make the abstract principles and formal statements ofthe text mean something. Such work is genuine teaching and itsvalue is high, for thereby the Odd can be taught to attack a prob-
lem; howand where to secure data necessary to the forming of validconclusions: how to compare and contrast statements; how to dis-tinguish between the autht,;Is major point, his minor points, and the`material which he employs to illustrate each; in short, thereby hecan be taught how to study, and not only how to study while he isyet in school, but how to study for himself after he letes school andbegins his life work.

A library of books, then, which correlates with the subjects studiedin the classroom should be accessible to every child in Brunswick.Much of the work of each child should be that of delving into therich material which can be assembled to seek out facts pertaining tothe subject in hand, bringing these into the classroom, and poolingthese with similar contributions by other members. In doing thisthe pupil will become familiar with library methods, with card cata-logues, with methods of finding material in magazine files, variousencyclopaedias and dictionaries, and how to use tables of contentsand indexes. By so doing, not only is the child himself to a degreedrawing his own generalizations from out the body of concrete detailwhich lies at hand (infinitely more valuable than memorizing anauthor's conclusions), but he is learning how, while he is yet inschool, to employ the methods he must use when he gets out ofschool if he is over to accomplish anything as a student.
In respect to such fund of accessible material the pupils in theschools of Brunswick .are badly handicapped; far more so, in fact,than are children who attend rural schools in many of the isolatedplaces of this country. The few books which are in the high school

library are kept locked up, because no way has yet been worked outfor preventing loss when the children are given access to them; only-
beginnings of libraries have been started in the elementary schoolsby parent-teachers' associations, while the board of education, is too
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hard pressed for funds in other directions to. do much in the building
up of such vital equipment. In instances in the high school and in
certain classrooms iv the grades, individuall teachers, out of their
own salaries, have purchased material of this character. A differ-
ence. in the effectiveness of the work of such, as compared with those
lacking such vitalizing and enriching material, Is easily discernible.

A unique and highly` commendable interest in the school affairs has
'been taken in recent years by the present president of the Glynn
County board of education. 11,, has personally gone ,out from
school to school giving talks on birds, trees, insect life, and on inter-
esting natural features of the region. illustrated by pictures and
slides. It would be icult to estimate the good that has resulted
through these talks' en by one who himself is a lover of nature
and a student of the was of wild things.

HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS WELL - EQUIPPED LIBRARY ROOM.

The teaching activities of a high school, in particular, should be
made to center about the library, for in no other way can the peda-
gogical error be avoided of attempting to teach subjects instead of
teaching how to study subjects. It is clear that in the limited time
of a high School course, and with immature pupils who comprise the
student personnel, no relatively complete mastery of any subject can
be obtained. But a trail through the woods of each subject in the
courses offered can be blazed, and the pupils can be taught how to
use the tools which are indispensable to such work. Learning how
to use a librarythat is, learning how to use the tools of study
should be begun well down in the. grades and continued throughout
the entire school course. If pupils go through the elementary and
high schools, as they are now doing, without gaining any first -hand
acquaintanceship with library methods, nor any appreciation of the
need or value of books in pursuing their studios, it is difficult to see
how, when they graduate and settle down in the community as
citizens, they will be anymore interested in securing better library
facilities provided fora, public expense than is the present citizen-
ship of Brunswick. Tho schools will not have done their rightful
duty, in the matter unless through the practical work of the class-
room a demand for books is created so insistent m to lead to action.

A room convenient to the study -hall of the high school should be
sot apart as a library room; a manual training department could equip
it with tables,: book racks, arra filing cases for pictures and clippings.
A teacher trained in library methods should ho placed 'n charge; and

o
a sufficient amount should be provided in 'the yearly b et to enable
a good working aggregation of books adapted to work of the
classes to be quickly assembled. The invigorating influence of such
an arrangement would be felt at once.
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A working basis for such an allowalice is suggested by Chancellor,'
who has made a special study of the problems of 'school administra-
tion. His estimate of what a school department should do in this
connection, together with his comment thereon, follows:

ESTIMATE OF A YEARLY ALLOWANCE FOR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.

As V ith a household of highly educated people, so w ith q school, the tendency is
steadily to increase the demand for fun& to meet increasing needs. To deg re things
athl service= is to live in civilization. The folio,: ing standard of allow ances for books, ,

general supplies. manual training. etc., is a reasonable minifnum where a community
weans to have good schools. With opulence. much larger sums can be v ell spent,
and education will be correspondingly improved.

High school.
Books per pupil)

$4 00
Manual training

10.00
For science apparatus annually per clam of 24 pupils 250.00
For reference hooks per this., of 24 pupil, 50.00Stationery./

1.00Incidentals
1.00

Elementary schools.
Grammar trades:

Books (per pupil) $2.00
Manual training

4.00Stationery
.75Incidentals
.50Primary grades:

ltooks4por pupil)
Manual training
Statioriery
Incidentals

.25Findergarten:
lip All supplies (per pupil)

1.00

1.00
2.00
.50

General.

For reference books per class of 42 pupils $20 00. For library (class) per clue
25.00

9. THE ABILITY OF CLYNN COUNTY TO PROVIDE A LARGER
MAINTENANCE INCOME FOR ITS SCHOOLS.

SOURCES OF INCOlkE.

The funds which support the schools of Brunswick and the funds
used to maintain the schools of that part of Glynn County lying out-'
side the limits of Brunswick, though administered by a single board
of education (the county board), are kept separate and distinct, for
the law provides that taxes for school purposes levied on property in
Brunswick shall be exporded within Brunswick and the funds derived

annoello, W. Z. Owashools,tharadministration and sopa:Odom (1901) P. 1118.
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from the country outside shall be used exclusively for the schools
outside of Brunswick. Under the Georgia school code the voters of
a given taxation unit may by a two-thirds vote authorize the board '
of education to levy a tax for school purposes at any'rate they deem
wise not to exceed 5 mills on each dollar of assessed valuation. This
authority was granted the Glynn County board; in addition, the
board was empowered to levy o,p additional 3 mills on the pfoperty
of Brunswick through the settlement of a long-standing controVersy
o'er the town commons, originally a tract of 1,000 acres of English
crown lands set apart for the support of education. In the settle-
ment it was agreed that, upon the relinquishment by the board of
education of all claim to title (much of the land is now at the heart
of Brunswick), the city would grant the hoard the authority to Its.vy
a -tax for the support of the- schools of tho city not to exceed 3
mil'. In consequence, then, of this settlement and of the authority
vested in the board by formal action of the people the hoard has the
right to levy a tax on Brunswick property up to 8 mills and on the
county outside of Brunswick up to 5 mills. In addition, under the
act of 1885, a tax of three-eighths of a mill is levied on all property in
the county but is prorated between the schools of the city and those
of the county on the basis of the number of school census chVren
living in each respectively. Then, in addition to these local tra\es,
the county receives its proportion of the.State school fund, a propor-
tion based on the schoort,ensus, which is. prorated between the schools
of Brunswick and those outside of Brunswick, in turn, on the basis
of the school census. This amounted to about $4 per census -child
in 1919.

The following table gives a summary of the school income for the
-year 1919:

Receipts for school maintenance, 1919.

a City. County.

From State fund (prorated on basis of school census)
From faill tax on entire county (prorated on basis of school etn,us)

$12, 978.14
2,643.44

16,912.60
1,421.M.

From 3-mill tax (on county outside city) 18.99 9,51193
From 3}-mill tax (on city only) 36,613.11
From miscellaneous sources 1,265.64 257.45

Total 53, 520.32 18,161.70

a

1
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Expenditures for seAdol maintenance, 1919.

Purposes. City. County.

General salaries (prorated)
$76.95 81.05Salaries of superintendent and superintendent's clerk (prorated)

3,375.00 925.00Salaries of white teachers
32, 536.12 7,577. 15Salaries of colored teacher;

111F
4,111.25
2,290!65

2,808. 50
243.57Freight and drayage

155.80San1tation
2%49.Repairs

2, Om 26 3 48Fuel
932.6;insurance
50.3.3 223,. taiInterest
516.07Office expenses

Janitors tis 039. r4(
1,02(.7051 iseel !meats
4, 134.09 086. 11Community school

3,352.22
Total,

54,051.65 16,314. 68

THE PROPORTIONATE AMOUNT WHICH BRUNSWICK EXPENDS ON
HER SCHOOLS.

In 1919 Brunswick expended the. following amounts for the main-
tenance of her several activities:

Brunswick's expenditures, 1919.

Purposes. Amount.

General government
413,806.29Police department
20,238.71Fire department

' 28, 44094Health and sanitation
33,372.75Public works department
37,936 14Clout les and hospitals
4,803.80THE'SCHOOLS ,

36,613.11Libraries
Cemeteries, parka and squares t 4,476.14Light and water including pumping station

24,785.14
Total

210, 471.03

It will be of interest to learn how the schools of Brunswick fare in
comparison with the police department, the fire department, the
department of public works, and the other departments of Brunswick
city government and in comparison also with expenditures for similar
purpcsei among the smaller cities of the country. To make such
comparison, however, an estimate of Brunswick's population must
first be made. The board of trade of Brunswick places the population
at 22,000; this is probably too high. For statistical purposes it would
be faiier to come at a basis for an estimate in She following *ay:
The school census in 1910 was 2,340; in 1919, 3,514, an increase of50 per cent. Applying this rate of increase to the .1910 census enu-
meration of population of 10,182 would 'give 15,273 as Brunswick's.
present pop ation. In the comparisons which follow it has seemed
best to use 1 as thebaais for determining the per capita expendi-
tures.
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ID 1919 Brunswick eNpended $12.90 per capita of population
(16,000 estimate population) on its several departments, including
the schools. The following table shows how this amount was dis-
tributed: It also shows what the distribution was, on the average,
among the 96 cities listed in "Group V." Financial Statistics of Cities,
U. S. Census Bureau, 1918. While this group is made up of cities
having between 30,000 and 50,000 population, nevertheless It com-
parison between what Brunswick expends and the average eXpendi-
urea of these cities will be of significance. It should also be noted
hat figures for Brunswick are for 1919, while those for the other cities
are for 1918, the 1919, statistics not yet having been published

Dixtribution of linitweielx r .posolitoo... i9/9) .7,mparefl with other cities (1918).

4

Brunswick
0319).

oi,"!",,IT
(191.-siV.11

31.20(lateral government
Police department . 1.26 1.20
Fire Department 1.76 1.58
Health and sanitation 2. ns 1.41
Public works department 2.37 1.66

Charities and hospitals 0 30
THE SCHOOLIf.... 2.30 5.90
Libieries .21
Cemeteries, parka and square, . 40 .41
Light and water, inciuding pumping lint ion 1

All other purposes .

Total 12.90 14. tri

While this table shows how Brunswick compares with the average
distribution of 96 cities nearest her in population, yet, because her
total expenditure is considerably less per capita than the average,
another table is needed to make Ifer rank in these matters perfectly
clear, and that is a table showing the proportion which each item
bears to the entire expenditure. This table follows:

Percentage distribution compared with other cities.

Purposes. 1.1runswick
(1919).

Average of
98 cities
(1918).

Per cent. Pei cent.
(lmen' government 6.7 14.1
Police department 9.7 8.6
Me department 13.8 10.4
Health and sanitation. 16.1 9.4
Public peeks department 114 12.8
Charities SCHOOLSVIE SCHOOLS

2.3
17.8 39.5

libraries 1.4
Coastethet, parks and wares 3.2 2.8
L161 and water, Including pumping station. 12.0
All other purposes. 3.6

' From this table it is clear, that as compared with the 96 cities of
the United!, States having a Topidation ranging from 30,000 to
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:in000, Brunswick's chief interest is in her police department, inkier
tire department, in health and sanitation, and in her department of
public works, while her interest in her schools lags very far behind it,
being, in fact, less than one -gulf thot of the average city of the group of

referred to. That is to say, if the proportion of Brunswick's
evenditure for schools were doubled it would still fall short of the
vernge proportionate expenditure for schools among the cities of

I he group with which Brunswick is compared. This serves to show
in comparison how little Brunswick is doing for her schools. These
eomparisons are not made to suggest that Brunswick should cut down.
on (he support of other departments, indeed, the commission was in-
formed that more funds are needed by the, various departments, but
to suggest rather that Brunswick has reached a place in her develop-
ment where it is obligatory that she raise more money for herneeded

ivities and tint she should expend a larger proportion of it on her
schools.

THE TAX RATE OF BRUNSWICK.

The tax rate of Brunswick for 1919 was $18 per thousand of
itssessed valuation; $3.50 being set aside for Ow, support of the
schools. It will ho of interest, here again, to compare this rate with
the rates levied in the 96 cities of the 'group already referred to.
Innstnuch, however, as the basis for assessing property varies so

among cities, ranging anywhere from 20 per cent of the actual
value to 100 per cent, before a comparison can properly be made,
these rates must all be corrected on the basis of an assessment of full
property value. In Table No. 30 of " Financial Statistics of Cities,"
issued by the U. S. Census Bureau, the corrected -rates are given. for
the 116 cities just mentioned. Brunswick's rate for city purposes of
515 per thousand must likewise be'corrected. The survey commis-
,:ion 'was informed that the assessment valuations of Brunswick
property average about 60 per cent-of the true value. If this'is cor-
rect then the rate of $18 corrected for this difference would bo $10.80
per thousand instead. Aso

Of the 96 cities referred to, 24 only haves lower cArrected rate fo9r city
purposes than Brunswick, 72 having a higher rate. Of the 72 having
a.higher rate, 6 have a rate that is mdro than twice as groat. Bruns-
wick's true tax rate, therefore, in comparison with rates corrected in
the same manner for the 96 cities of the United States falling into
that 'group of cities- nearest Brunswick in population which the
Census Bureau has studied in matters of 'finance, is seen to be low,
very low indeed. It must be remembered too that the rates given
for the 06, cities with which Brunswick is compared are for 1918,.
while that of Brunswick is for 1919, which, in the comparison, operates

%in Brunswick's favor.
.1011119.-20-7-4
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THE PER CAPITA VALUE OF BRUNSWICK PROPERT

One other comparison will be of interest and that relates to the
per capita value of tio property of 'BrunswielF subject to a general
property tax. The 1919 report of the tax assessor and collector of
Brunswick shows a gross property valuation of $13,069,837. Certain
exemptions, however, have been allowed, also the tax on certain
public-service corporations is handled by the State comptroller
direct, so that this gross valuation is reduced to a net assessed valua-
tion of $10,589,182. If this represents 60 per cent of actual valuation
then the true tax value of Brunswick's property is approximately
$17,648,636. Assuming as has previously been done that thepoint-
lation of the city is 16.000, then the per capita true value for taxation
purposes is $1,103 ivhich is $66 less than the average per capita value
of the taxable property of the 96 cities already referred to..

In short, while Brunswick has a; much lower tax rate 'than the great
majority of the 96 cities mentioned, she has a taxation property value
which approaches very nearly the average of the group.

It must therefore be very cJear that, in comparison with other small
cities of the United States, Brunswick can well afford to increase her
tax rate to provide a more generoUs income Cot- city activities and.
that in the distribution of such increased returns Brunswick should
give a very much. larger proportion to the Maintenance of her schools.

THE EXPENDITURE ON THE EDUCATION OF NEGRO CHILDREN.

In the apportionment of the Stat .pool fund the distributionnhiong the counties is based on the number of children between the
ag of 6 and 18 living in each. : Negro children count the same as
wchildren in this distribution. In 1919, each census child \
entitled the county in which the child lived to a little more than $1. \

In 1918, the census shows the following facts about the proptirtion.
of white and 'A'egro children between the ages Of 6 andel 8 living iu
Brunswick and in the county outside.

' School census, Glynn County (1918).

.

Sections.
.. White. Colored.

Grand
totalMale. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.. . ..

Brunswick 807 894 1,791 858 987 1,723 3,514Outside Brunswick 300 248 648 1437 448 883 1,431

TeSal 1,197 1,142 2,339 1,293 1,313 2,808 4,942

Of the total number of colored school children (2,606) in Bruns-
wick and Glynn County, as shown by the school censusNewet; than
one f are enrolled in the schools supported by piblic funds. The
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others are either attending schools which are privately supponed or
else are not in school at ill. In Brunswick there is but one Negro
school. This is a school of 11 teachers and enrolling about 650 chil-
dren. In the county outside of Brunswick there are 10 one - teacher
and 1 two-teacher colored school's enrolling in the agregate fewer-than
500 children.

In 19 t9, most of the rural colored schools were maintained only five
months. The board hopes, however, to keep them open for six

-.months duiing the present school year. In Brunswick the school for
colored children is maintained for the full term of nine months.

,'Nowhere in the county is therebow opportunity in the public schools
for a Negro child to obtain schooling beyond, the eighth grade.. Even
an eighth grade is maintained only in Brunswick. It should be added.
however, that in the recent bond call provision was made for the erec-
tio.n of a manual training school for the colored children of the county,

. to be located at Brunswick, the school to cost approximately $37,500.
The amount expended on colored schools in 1919 was about $8,000

or about $7 per child for the year based on the number actually
enrolled in the public schools. Based on the census enumeration of
colored children, the amount expended per child for the year was
about $3.07.

Present facilities, then, accommodate approximately only 1,150 col-
°red children, and many of these, it should be added, are given but a
half -day session. The census shows that there are 2,606 colored chit-
(ken in the county between the ages of 6 and 18. In othertwords, the
board of education has made provision for only about one-half the
children of the Negro race who ought to be in school.

*6.
THE BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED FOR NEGRO CHILDBEN.

The buildings in all cases are olds tumbled-down, decaying, dilapi-
.dated, disreputable buildings. The equipment is limited to benches
and old-time desks and seats on which generations of white children
have cut and carved their names. There are no books, maps, charts,
or supplies of moderh character. The efforts which the teachers in
the schools have made to keep the rooms clean and to make them
attractive are pathetic. These efforts, however, show what could be
done and would be done were the teachers installed in attractive
buildings with ny, equipment of modern type as they, indeed, should
be.

.
This very meager allotment of funds to the support of Negro schools

accounts for the conditions under which these schools are operating
teachers in the country receiving $30 aonth for six months or lest;
dilapidated buildings equipped with deskrand benches discarded tuP
the white schools; .no maps, charts, books or materials of modern
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' character; no opportunity provided at public expense for an educa-
tion beyond the eighth grade; opportunity for only about one-half the
Negro-children for an education of any kind secured at public expense:
and most of the children in the city attending only half-day sessions.

In short, the survey committee can n2t too strongly urge that the
board of education adopt a more generous program in dealing with
the problem of the education of the Negro children of Brunswick and
of Glynn County.

THE ATTITUDE OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION ON THE
EDUCATION OF NEGRO CHILDREN.

-

The attitude of the Federal Bureau of Education on this whole mat-
ter of the education of Negro children is well set forth in Chapter II
of the survey report of the school system of the State of Alabama.
That portion of the chapter in.point is quoted as follows:

In writing this provision of what education in Alabama should be and in malting
recommendations for the improvement and development of the State's system of public
schools. it is remembered that the population of Alabama is made up of two races,
differing in many other respects as widely.as they differ in complexion, and that full.
-t0 per cent of the people are of African descent. foimier slaves or the children and
grandchildren of those who were slaves only a little more than half a century ago.
The difficulties and cost of maintaining a double system of schools for two races and
the prejudices against the education of Negroes, which is still strong in the minds ot
many of the good people of the State, have not been forgotten. Nevertheless, th..
committee tinhositatingly(recommends that the 'State and its local communitie
undertake the task of the fullest and best possible education or all its people of both
races, and assume the burden and responsibility of providing adequate ;Chools.for all
.children of both. The interests of each race depend to a very large extent upon the
education of the othor,'and the welfare of the State depends on the education of both
This is the more easily seen when it is understood that education is not alone or chielh
for the profit of the individual educated, but for the service of society, State. and
Nation; for the increase of material wealth, for safety from disease and crime, for civic
righteousness. and the fuller attainment of the higher ideals. Alabama can never he
so rich, so strong, so free from disease and crime as she might and should be, and can
'never begin to attain the ideals long held by a large majority of the best of her people
so Wig as the 40 per cent of her population which is colored are condemned to poverty.
weakness, disease, crime, superstition, and low ideals, through ignorance and lack of
proper education and training, However much one may wish it were otherwise, the
two races iq Alabama are bound up in the sheaf of life together. Their destinies arc
inextricably intertwined. Neither can rise or fall without affecting the other for good or
ill. Industrial and agricultural efficiency and commercial prosperity require the.
education .of all. Ignorant white farmers are an incubus upon the agricultural
development of any State. So, also, are ignorant Negro farmers. Unskilled and
inefficient 'whit6 workmeneetard industrial development. So do 'unskilled and
inefficient Negro workmen.

The ideals of Alabama demand absolutely that the two races be educated separately.
Along with this should go the further demand that each race be educated in the way
that will develop the particular kind of efficiency of which it is most capable, mid which
will assure its own happiness and welfare and its highest possible service tb sodiety,
Rate. and Nation. This is due act only to the State as a Oolo, but the highest welfare
out each race depends on it: There is no conflict of interests here. The prosperity of
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th. people of either race in Alabama dem a nd0 that tlfere he the fullest and hest ethica-
1 u of the people of the other race as well as of its own. If either glee is inferior in the
thin ^ necessary to the welfare of the State. material, civic, or spiritual, it should have
,pecial help in making up this deficiency. )(either has possibilities beyond the other
wr sen-ice in any particular field; these possibilities should be fully developed for the
oz.44 of both races and of the State. This doe's not mean social equality or social

\ intr. The figure of speech. wise as eloquent, used by Booker T. Washington kti his
1t lam a Exposition address many years ago, still holds and shall hold: "In all thing+
purely social. separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essential to
mutual progress." Not by keeping Negroes from acquiring education can the white
lace retaip its place of leadership, but by directing the ignorant Negroes aright and
prep wiles them to become industrious and clean members of society.

It will no doubt finally cost approximately as much in proportion to numbers to
ducats ihe children of one race as it will to educate the children of the other. lf,

t [ell native ability. the children of one race respond more readily.to the processes of
education and prolit more by them. the very lack of equal ability in the children of
the oilier race may Well be accepted as an indication of greater need for all that educa-
tio.n can do for them. Toward greater equdlity. in education and expenditures on thug
(.11001s of the two races the State mould, and no doubt will, move as rapidly as condi-
tiens will permit.

10. TO RELIEVE THE CROWDED BUILDINGS IN BRUNSWICK AND
YET KEEP WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE BOND ISSUE, THE
SCHOOLS SHIULD BE REORGANIZED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE WORK-STUDY-PLAY PLAN.

(hi December IS, 1919, the people of the county of Glynn voted. to
issue.school bonds for $250,000 for the following specific purposes oa
announced in its bond call:

Said $250,000 to be used soli applied for the construction, building, and equipment of
public school buildings in Glynn County, including a white high school, with facilities
for vocational and industrial training and a vocational and industrial school for the
colored youth cif the county, to be known respectively as memorials of the public
appreciation of the soldiers and sailors of Glynn County, white and colored, who
have so succe,sfully served in the Great War in defense of liberty and democracy.

In a communication to the voters of Glynn County issued by the
board of education,,the following tentative distribution of the funds
was proposed: (1) The erection of a Glynn County Memorial School
for white children, to be located in Brunswick, at an approximate
cost, including site, of $175,000; (2) a Glynn County Memorial School
for Negroes, also to be located in Brunswick, at an approximate cost
of $37,500; (3) a community school for white children, to-bo located
at or near the Atlantic Co.'s refining plant, at an approximate cost
of $37,500; (4) 11113- ittnainder Of the $250,000 to be expended in

' pro4ng buildings for the.children in rural communities..
.
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A SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAM. IS AN ENGINEERING PROBLEM.

The county of Glynn is to be congratulated upon_the fact that it
has had the foresight and wi§dom to devote this memorial fund to
purposes which are as fundamental to the future welfare and pros-
perity of the city and county as is the developire.it of the public
schools. Of course, it is important to expend the fund so that it will
give the greatest possible returns to the City and county. But in
order to do this it is necessary for the public to realize that the school
building problem is an engineering problem, and that it can only 1w
worked out by a scientific' analysi§ of conditions.

For example, no one would deny that children are more important
than industries, yet as a general rule we devote far more time to the

_scientific planning of an industrial plant than we do to the develop-
ment of a plant that is to turn out citizens who are to run the indus-
tries. We would not think of putting up an industrial plant without
first ascertaining whether labor was available, whether there was raw
material at hand, whether there were adequate tradsportation facili-
ties, or whether there was a demand for the product. Nor would we
think of spending money only on the final processes of production
while using old, outworn machinery and equipment for the founda-
tion processes.

In the same way, if the schools are to meet the needs of the children
and of the community, the school building program must be based
upon a scientific study of conditions, not upon guesswork. It is not
enough to provide for a few children in the high school; the program

' must provide for all the children, colored as well as white, in elemen-
tary school as well as in the high school. It is not enough to erect'
high school buildings to take care of the comparatively small per-
centage of pupils who now stay through high school; it is important'
that congestion-be relieved in the elementary schools and modern
facilities provided so that more children will want to stay in school
and go on to high school. Therefore, in order to-make sure that the
$250,000 bond issuo voted for the schools of the county of Glynn
gives full value for every dollar expended, it is necessary, first of all,
that Brunswick answer the following questions:

1. How many children are enrolled in the schools?
2. What has been the rate of increase in the school population for a period of years?
3. In what schp619 is the congestion greatest?
4. What is the present condition of school buildings? Which ones, should be aban-

doned? Which ones can be added to? Where should new buildings be erected?
5. Have the present school buildings the equipment and facilities which every

modern school building should have?
6. Is there adequate playground space for each school?
7. In order to.provide for present congestion.and also to provide for growth, how

can the actuation be met?
8. What apportionment of the funds is needed for each building?
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WHAT IS THE SCHOOL POPULATION OF BRUNSWICK?

According to the last school census, 1918 (see table) there were
3,514 children between the ages of 6 and 18 in Brunswick, 1,791
whites and 1,723 Negroes. The compulsory schdol age in Georgia is
from 8 to 14 years. The net enrollment in the public schools for the
year 1918-19 was 2,089. Of this number, 1,425 were white children
and 664 were Negro children. Evidently, according to these figures,
the public schools are providing instruction for less than half the
Negro children of school age. There are three private schools for
Negro children, but this does not affect the paint that less than half
the total number of Negro children of school age are being educated
at public expense.

The school census of Glynn County, 1918.

city.
White. Colored.

Grand
total.

Percent-
age of
total.Boys. Girls. I Total. Boys.

437

1,2x4

Total.

Brunswick
le of Brunswick

Total

597
390

144 i 1,791
, 548

f67
445

1,723
SKI

2,606

3,514
1,431

71.0
29.0

1,197 1,142 2,339 1,313 4,905 100.0

THE RATE OF INCREASE IN SCHOOL POPUVTION.

Every school building program should provide not only for present
needs but for future growth. Therefore,' it is important to know
the rates of increase in each school extending over a period of years
in'order to estimate the accotwdations which will be needed:

If we compare the net enroffnent in the public schools in 1918-19
with that of 1914-15, we find that the number of school children has
increased from 1,302 to 2,069, or 58.9per cent. According to the
following table, the greatest increase, has been in the Glynn grammar
school (81.1 per cent), the next greatest in the Glynn Academy
(58.6 per cent), followed by the Risley (50.5 per cent) and the Purvis
(37.6 por cent). (See the following table.)
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Net enrollment for 1914-15 and 1918-19: per cent of increase in enrollment: capacity of
school bitildingx additional capacity needed, public schools, Brunswick, Ga.

Schools.

Capacity
on haste

of 40
Tamils I

per class.

640
329

320

120

1014-15.

Net enrollment.

101,-10.

719
31S

n61

:ties

Increase.

1-

:121
,q

223

136

Per emit
of in-

ereaSe.

'1.1
37.6

.-A1. 5

5s.G

5,49

Number
of regul

class-
rooms
avail-
able.

Total
Class-
rooms

rei,nired
for

present
enroll-
ment.

1

IS
S

17

10

1,:xcess
of class-
rooms

re tined
o- er
thoe
tvail-
able.

Elementary (white):
Glenn antnimar..
liunis

Elementary (coiored):
Risley

iligh School (white):
Glynn Academy

Total

393
:tit

ill

232

1,392

III
5

41

s

4n1,690 2,0u9 767
'1 53 -1.1

SCHOOL CONGESTION AND LACK OF MODERN FACILITIES.

The present school buildings are inadequate to take' care either
of this increased enrollment or of future growth. There are four
school buildings in Brunswick, three for white children and one for
colored. There are 40 classrooms in these four buildings. But
there are 53 classes (2,089 pupils) enrolled in these schools. In other
words, there are 13 more classes than there are classrooms to accom-
modate them.

The preceding table shows how this congestion is distributed
according to schools. In Glynn grammar school there are two more
classes, or 80 more children, than there are school seats. In the
Negro school, Risley, there ore more than twice as many classes
(17) as classrooms (8).

In other words, Brunswick is not providing adequate seating
accommodations for her children. Equally serious is the fact that
at least two of the buildings in which the children are housed (Glynn
grammar and Risky) are unfit for school purposes. Moreover, there
are none of the modern educational_ facilities with which every pro-
gressive school should be equipped. For .example, with the excep:-
tion of the high school, not a single school building in. Brunswick
has an auditorium, or gymnasium, or shops, or laboratory, or cook -
ing room, or drawing or music room, or nature study room, or library.
It is true that the -high school has some of these modern facilities
though inadequate in number and character. Only 17.6 per cent
of all the children, or 25.8 per cent of the white children, attend
high school.
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MODERN FACILITIES ARE NEEDED IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS AS WELL

AS IN HIGH SCHOOLS.

surrey commission was told repeatedly of the desire of Bruns -
' irk to increase the high-school enrollment, a desire which resulted
in the determination to devote $175,000 of the $250,000 to the erection
of a high-school building with vocational and industrial facilities.
The survey commission. howeve?, is impressed with the need not
merely for enriched high-school equipment but also for modern
up-to-date elementary school facilities, which will .restilt in keeping
ishildren in school longer, and in arousing such an interest in what
the school has to offer that they will want to go on to high school.
Filucation 'is a matter of growth. No community can house children
in old, inadequate buildings, keeping them in school seats all day,
giving them no opportunity.for play, no chance to express themselves
in wholesome activity, or to satisfy their natural Icientific instinct
to e:Teriment with the world about them during all the early, most
formative, period of their lives, and then reasonably expeot them to
have any interest in staying in school beyond the minimum time
required. The percent-age of children in high school (17.6 per cent)
will not increase greatly until the 82.4 per cent of the children who
ire in the elementary schools have modern educational advantages
in elementary schools. If Brunswick wants increased interest in
high-school work, she must start with a reorganization of her element-
ary schools to meet the modern requirements of such schools.

Rut how is the city of Brunswick to relieve congestion and pro-
vide modern school facilities for. both elementary and high-school
children, and at the same time keep within the limits of the proposed
bond issue of $250,0004

A study of the situation makes it obvious that these ends can not
114' obtained under the traditional type of school organization. That
is. according to the traditional school program a school seat is reserved
for the exclusive' use of every child. That means that there must

%lie a classroom for every .class. As we have pointed out, there aro
13 classes in excess of the number of classrooms in Brunswick.- While
the cyst of building varies in different communities, yet in the country
at large it is found that the cost per classroom unit is approximately
816,000 at the present time. This means that in order to relieve
congestion merely, without providing for future growth, it- will be
necessary to provide 13. additional classrooms at an approximate
east of $208,000 nearly the total appropriation available. But
this sum would provide for classrooms only, and each of the element-
ary schools ought to have at least four special moms, making 12 in
all. This would mean an additional cost of $192,000, making a
total of $400,060.. But the situation is not so simple as this, for many
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of the present rooms in existing buildings are not fit for classroom
use, and consequently the cost would be even greater than the amount
just given. Moreover, in putting up buildings or additions, the
playground space would be lessened and therefore would be neces-
sary to buy additional playground space. And, finally, the estimate
just given does not provide for future growth, so that at the end of a
year or two the schools would be in as bad a situation as they are
now.'

Obviously, it is impossible to meet the needs of the children of
Brunswick op the basis of this traditional type of school organiza-
tion. Brunswick is not peAlitir in this respect ; on the contrary, it
is in the same situation as the large majority of cities all over the
country. it is becoming increasingly, evident that if the erection
of new buildings on the usual basis of a reserved seat for every chill
were the only solution of the school congestion' problem, cities ,all
over the country would be facing an almost hopeless situation. For-
tunately, however, there is another alternative which has already
been adopted by som 30 or 40 cities in different parts of the country,
by which not only ca congestion be relieved but also modern school
facilities given to the hildren.

HOW THE WORK-STU Y-PLAY PLAN WOULD RELIEVE CONGESTION
AND PROVIDE ODERN FACILITIES FOR THE CHILDREN.

This second hod is known as
are

work-study-play plan. Its
chief advantages for Brunswick are (1) that it would relieve the
school congestion, and do so within the financial limits of the, city; -

and (2) it would also enable the school authorities to give to the,
children modern educational facilitiessuch as auditoriums, shops,o
and laboratories.

The work-study-play plan is an attempt, not inlly to solve the
school congestion problem, but also to give children a richer and
fuller education. It grew out of a recognition of the fact that the
rapid growth of cities makes the educational problem far mire diffi-
cult than formerly; in fact, has created a new school problem.

CITY SCHOOLS MUST PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR WORK AND PLAY
AS WELL AS STUDY.

The education of all children has, of course, always consisted of
work and study and play, but formerly the farm and small shop
supplied the opportunity for work and play, and the school needed
to make provision otk for academic study. In those days the
environment of the average boy and girl furnished an education in
wholesome, activities that developed intelligence, initiative, and
industrions habits. But during the past 50 years dais come the
growth of modern *Wes, until now half the population of the country
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is concentrated in them. Aud the city, with its overcrowding, its
factories, its office buildings, and apartment houses which go up on
all available vacant lots, is deptiving children of the opportunity
for the healthy, wholesome work and play which are essential ele-
ments in 'their education. The city home or apartment, unlike the
farm with its many necessities of "learning by doing," can offer
few educational opportunities in the way of healthful work which
develops the ability to think by attacking problems to be solved.
There is no planting and harvesting' to be done; few, if any, animals
are to he taken care of; and it is a rare city home that has a work-
shop or laboratory. Yet the children until recently have received
much of their education through the opportunity to handle tool
to take care of animals, and to experiment in making and using
things. The city not only fails to educate children in the right direc-
tion; it educates them in the wrong directi6n, for the street, with its
dangers to the physical and moral life of children, too often becomes
their only playground; and street play means education, not in
health and strength and wholesyme living, but precocious education
in all the vicious side of a city's life. ,

For these reasons it has come to be recognized that the city school
must not only supply the opportunity for study in good. classrooms
under wholesome conditions, but it must also return to the children
the opportunity for healthful work and Ply which the home no
longer provides. Play, an opportunity to develop mechanical ability
and initiative, a practical knowledge of science, a wholesome social
life and recreationthese have always been part and parcel of an
all-round education; and these sliti the things which 'Brunswick, like
many other cities, is not giving to her children.

The work-study-play plan represents an attempt to meet these new
problems in education, and to make it practicable, both administra-
tively and financially, for school administrators to provide not only
classroom accommodations, but also such modern educational facil-
ities as gyrnhasiums, auditoriums, shops, and laboratories whore
children may be kept wholesomely occupied in study and work and
play.

HOW THE PLAN WORKS.

Briefly, th9 plan is this: A school is divided into two parts, each
having the same number of Asses, and each containing all the eight
or nine grades: The first part, which we will call the "A School,"
comes to school in the morning, :say, at 8.30, and goes to classroom

,,.. for academic work. While this (school is in the classrooms, it obvi-
ously can not use any of the special facilities; therefore the er.
school, "B School,".goes to the special activities, one-third the
auditorium, one-third to the playground, and one-third is divided

a
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among such activities as the shops, laboratories, drawing and music
studios. At the end of one or two periods; that is, when the first
group of children has remained, according to the judgment of the
school authorities, in school seats as long as is good for them at one
time the "ft School" goeS to the playground, auditorium, and other
special facilities, while the "B School" goes to the classrooms.

The following table gives a 'possible program for the "A and B
Schools" of say 12 classes. These classes are divided into three
divisions of 4 classes each:- Division 1, upper grades; Division 2,
intermediate grades., Division 3, primary grades.

7'he "A School."

School hours.

Itiv .1 1r act I, it ies. "-;pecial activities.

\ rade.) ic ill-I filet ism. .1(1411101111in.
I'ItvAndphys-

1c:11 t I 'lilting.
gook Ine, shnp,

1431 9,2) Arithmetic-111,isions 1.2.1
9 2., Language- -1/1,1,1-ms I, '2, 3

M. In ILI" Division 1. DIvlsion 3 Div i.-1191 2.

11.00-12.00 Entire"A school" at luncheon.
12.00- IMO ReadingDIVisions 1, 2, 3

1410- 1.50 History and geographyDill-
sions 1, 2, S.

1.50- 2.40 Division 3..... Division Dlvt l,u I.
2.40- 3.30 Division Division 3..... I.

School hours.

Thc 7f Scland."

liegulat .wth

Ac,oletuic in-arttet inn

5.3) 09)
11.31 10.10

10.10-11.1)0
11.M-12.00

.12.00- 1.00
1.00.4 1,50
1.50- 2.40
2.10- 3.30

e

Arithmetic, -Di% isions 1, 2 3
Language -Divisions 1, 2,3

Spsxial Sell, hies.

lndho, 111,1.

:---
111% Won 2
Division 3

RendingDivisions 1. 2.3
History and geographyI 9%

aloes 1, 2, 3.

Mayo:id phys- Cool. Inc. shop.
k:Qtrulnlug. science. etc.

IIviinn DIrki HI I.
Division Division I.

Entire B School" at lunchtion.
Division 1 Division 3 D10310112.

Under thig, reorganization on the work-study-play plan all the
children would have not only the same amount of time for reading,

arithMetic, geography, and history as formerly-210
minutesbut also 501s4ates of play. every day, 50 minutes4 day of
auditorium, and 50 minutes a day of shopwork every day in the
week for a third of tho year; science every day for a third of the
year; and drawing or music every day for a third of the year.

This progeam topresents a change in the traditional method in
several important points. In the first place, it breaks up the custom
of laving all children in classrooms at the same time and letting the
classrooms lie idle when the childien go to the auditorium, shops,
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end playground. In other words, it applies to the public school the
principle on which all other public-service institutions are run
that is, the multiple use of all facilities all the time. For example,

is evident that our transportation system is made possible because
i.f the fart that all people do not wish to ride at exactly the same
Law; concerts and theaters are made available to many peopleks
because one person can use another's seat when ho does not want
to use it hotels can accommodate thousands of people because
they tare not run on the principle of reserving each room for the
exclusive use of a single individual during the whole year. On the
other h sods the 1).1114k-school system, has been run on the prin-iple
of reserving a seat for ea( is hill during the whole year. All children
have to be in school sous from 9 to 12 a. m:, and from 1 to 3 p. m.;
:ill have to go home to lunch at the same time; and at 3 o'clock all
ere dismissed and turned out to play.

There would, after all, seem to bo no good reason why the prin-
ciple of ether public-senice institutions, i. e., multiple use of facilities
all the time, should not apply to the school, nor any reason why
ell children should he in classrooms at the same time, nor why the
ape dal fivilitios should be used only a fraction of the day, provided,
of course, that the children receive (luring the day the required
;inuene of academic work. In fact, it is difficult to see how the
problem of providing enough classrooms, or playgrounds, or audito-
riums for the mass of children.is ever to be met if all children have
to be in classrooms at the same time, and if all children have to play
at on:0. Moreover, there seems to be no good reason from an ode-
,ational standpoint why children should all have td do the same
Olin:: at the some time.

r iNCIPLE OF MULTIPLE UgE MAKES MODERN EDUCATIONAL-FACIL
ITIES FINANCIALLY PRACTICABLE.

Fortunately, however, if the princiPle of multiple use is it/plied
to pAlic-school facilities, it is possible to provide not only adeqdate
cissfoom accommodations but also auditoriums, gymnasiums, eta'
shops for the mass of children.' In fact, accommodations may be
provided in all facilities, if they are in use constantly by, alternating
groups, at less cost than regular classrooms alone May be provided
on the basis of a reserved seat for 'every child. °Tor example, in

24 -class school, under the traditional plan 24 classrooms are needed
in. addition to all the other special facilities. 'Under the work-
study-play plan only 12 classrooms are needed. The classroom,
however, is ,the most expensive unit in the school; therefore since
only half the usual number of clamrooms is needed, i. e., 12 class-
woms in, a 24-class school, the cost of the remainaer is released for
all the other special facilities.
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FLEXIBILITY 9F THE PROGRAM.

A program based upon the multiple use of facilities not only
makes possible modern educati,pnal advantages for the children,
but it also makes it possible to have a flexible program. A study of
the different-typos of these schools in different parts of the country
shows that it is ;possible for a community to adapt the program to
its particular needs. For example, it is possible to arrange to have
the school begin at 8.30, 8.45, or 0 a. m., or any other hour desired.
Or if the school begins at 8.30 and certain parents object to having
their children loavo for school so early, it is possible to put these
children in the "B hoot," which begins the day with special
activities; in this case the children can omit the play from
8.30 to 0.20 and arrive at school att9.20. Or, again parents
prefer to have their children take special music lessons after school.
It often happens that home work or staying after school interferes
with these lessons. Under the work-study-play plan it is possible
to put such children in the "A school" and. let them omit the play
period or the auditorium in the afternoon from 2.40 to 3.30.
There is, of course, no reason why children should not be given credit
for these- out-of-school activities if so desired. Again, a child who
is backWard in a special subject, such as arithmetic, and is being
held back a grade because ho can not master that subject, can
double up in arithmetic for a number of weeks by omitting the
auditorium period until he has made up the work and is ready to
go on with his grade. As for the special activities, each community

. and each section of the city can have the special facilities which-21e
pool authorities and parents desire.

THE SCHOOL TAKES OVER THE STREET TIME OF THE CHILD.''

As-has been pointed out, ono of the most undesirable elements
in the life of city-children is the street life in whith they have
hitherto spent so largo a part of their time.. The average city school
is in session about 180 days in the year. This means that even
though all the children attended the entire time, they would still be
out of school 185 days in the year. Obviously, because of the condi-
tions of modern city life, it is necessary that the'school take over some
of the time now spent by the child on the city streets, especially
during the school year. At present if 10 hours of the 24 aro allowed
for sleep, and 6 for meals and home 4j,ies, there still remain 8 hours
to be accounted for. Even if the children were in school 5 hours
every day there would still be 3 hoursleft, and, as is well known,
these hours are spent on the city streets .and not always to the
child's advantage.. At least one or two of these should be taken over
by the school and wholesome activity in work and play,provided.
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The work-study-play plan does this by lengthening the school
(lay an hour or more as each community may desire, and by offering
to the children the wholesome activity in shops and laboratories
and on tho playgrounds which is so essential for them. It should
be borne in mind, however, that this lengthening of the school day
does not necessarily lengthen the number of teaching hours of any
tviviter., It is necessary that she be around the building six hours,
but she need not teach more than five hours.

APPLICATION OF THE WORK-STUDY-PLAY PLAN TO BRUNSWICK'S
SCHOOLS.

Let us consider the,practical application of this plan to the schools
of Brunswick. In the first place, the fast should be emphasized
again that the problem is to relieve school congestiOn and the un-
desirable -.conditions obtaining in old buildings anti to give all the
children in Brunswickelementary as well as high school pupils
modern educational facilities. According to the terms of the bond
issue, the proposal was to put up a high school with vocational and
industrial facilities for white children and a' vocational and indus-
trial school for Negro children. Inasmuch, however, as the condi-
tions in some of the elementary schools are so bad and inasmuch as
high-school detSelopment is dependent upon a sound elementary'
school foundation, the survey commission feels convinced that if the
people of Brunswick fully understood the facts they would see the
importance of correcting the conditions in the elementary schools as
well as providing for the high schools. Therefore, the commission
is making its recommendations with a view to covering botlithe
elementary and high school sittuttions.

THE GLYNN GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND THE GLYNN 'ACfrDEMY.

The Glynn grammer school is an old building of 16 clatisrooms. It
. is unfit for school purposes. Not only are there no mytiern facilities,

such as an auditorium,, gymnasium, shop, or laboratory, but the
building is old, insanitary, badly heated, and badly lighted. No
child should be permitted to attend school in the middle section of
the building. The lighting in this sectionin feet, in all parts oef
the building, except in the four upper rooms at each endis so bad
that the eyesight of the children may be seriously impaired. The
ventilation is bad and heating by stoves most undesirable. The
whole building ought to be abandoned as unfit for children. It is
understood, however, that public sentiment would not favor this at
the present time. Frankly, the survey commission feels that if the
fathers and mothers of the childr& had the faintest conception of,
the harmful effects of having their children sit four or five hours a
day in .those old, dark, badly ventilated, overcrowded rooms, they-
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would not tolerate such.conditious for an instant. However, on the
assumption that a majority of the voters wish to retain' this old
building, we make the following alternative recommendations for
relief in that school.

In 1918-19 there were 719 children enrolled in the Glynn grammar
school. On the btisis of 40 children to a class, that mesas 18 classes.
But as there are only 16 rooms, there are two more classes (80 chil-
dren) than rooms to accommodate them. To ere a building on
the traditional plan of school organization, to take care of the two
extra classes, plus an. auditorium, gymnasium, and two shops, a
drawings room and music room, would necessitate a building of at
least 10 units, which would cost $160,000, and the majority of chil-
dren would still have to use the rooms in the old building as class-
moms. Under 'the. work-study-play plan, however, any one of the
following plans would be possible.

PLAN I.

(On the basis of using the old Glynn grammar building, with grades, 1-6, and the
Glynn Academy with grades 7-11.)

Make the Glynn grammar school into a 20-class school. This
would provide for 800pupils, or for a growth of two classes. Under
the work-study-play plan, it would then be necessary to have 10
classrooms. The four rooms in the upper ends of the old building could
be used as classrooms. The partitions in the middle section could
beikorn out, making two rooms, one to he usedas a drawing room and
the other as a music room. On the first floor, two of the end rooms
could be used for cooking and sewing and the other two for printing
and manual training. In the middle section on the first floor, one
of the rooms could be used for the principal's office and one for a
teachers' rest room. The remaining two rooms could be used as
storerooms for the shops. A new building should then bb erected
at the rear .of the old building. It should contain six classrooms,
an auditorium, and a gymnasium, and should be so constructed that
it could be added to as the need arises. UndeNthese circumstances,
it would bo necessary to have additional play space; therefore, the
lot directly across from the ache. and to the rear of the public
square' should be purchased and the street between the lot and the
school dosed.

The cost is estimated as follows for Plan I:
'New building of six classrooms, auditorium and gymnasium $128,000
Repairs to existing buildings 1, 000

Equipment for cooking room, old building 2, 000
Equipment for two shops, old building 2, 000

Purchase of lot for playground 5, 000 it
Total. . ... 138,P00
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The Glynn Academy could be pro\vided for,as follows: It has 368
pupils, or 10 classes on a basis of 40 pupils to a class. There are
eight regale. classroomsTn the building, four special activity rooms,
twe study rooms, and four very. small rooms. By reorganizing the"\
school on the work-study-play plan, five rooms could be used as class-
rooms, leaving three others and the four in the basement for special
activities, e. g., chemistry laboratory, physics, drawing, woodworking,
printing, and cooking, as well as the small rooms for commercial
work. One study room could be made into an auditorium and, the
other into a gymnasium. All this could be done at no expense.
Congestion would be relieved, and three additional rooms for special
activities provided. If this plan does not provide for as small classes
as are dasired, this difficulty can he met by lengthening tho school
day% still more, thereby increasing theinumber of teaching periods:
a method used by many high schools in the country.

The objection to this plan might be that the bond issue provides
that the money shall be spent for a high school with vocational and
industrial facilities. Ass matter of fact, by_means of the above
ryorganization, the facilities are given to tke high sehool children
without additional expenditure, and at the same time the elementary
school situation is relieved, Nevertheless, it should be pointed put
that this plan might involve the necessity of resubmitting to the
voters of Glynn County the whole question of the purposes for which
the school bonds were issued. If this Mould not seem desirable to
the board of education, Plan II is submitted.

PLAN U.

(On the basis of having grades 1-8 in thelklynn Academy, and grates, 9, 10, 11, in
the new building.)

It is impossible with the present appropriation to put up both a
new.elementary school building and a new high school building, yet
the conditionA in the Glynn grammar school are so bad that they
must be relieved. Under Plan II it would be possible to house in
the present Glynn Academy grades 1-6now in the Glynn grammar
and also grades 7-8. This would ,make a total of 935 pupils, or 24

'classes. There are eight regular classrooms in the academy, and by
putting up partitions in one of the study four additional rooms
could be obtained, making the necessary 12 classrooms undei the
work-study-play plan. The qther study room could be used for an
auditorium, and the four rooms in the basement for cooking, manual
training and print shop.

A building could then be erected for the high school students from
the ninth through the eleventh years-152 pupils, This would make

, four classes. A building of six units with an auditorium could be
10178!---20--5
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erected. This 'would provide the two classrOoms needed and four
special activities, e. g., chemistry laboratory, physics laboratory,
metal shop and wood-working shop. This new building.would cost.
approximately $128,000. But a gymnasium would be neeclyil for
both the high' scliool and elementary school students on days when
it rained; therefore, two portable gymnasiums should be erected.
These would cost $5,000,..making a totikl of $133,000. The purchase
of the lot at the rear of the high school would bring the total to
$135,000 approximately.

Obviously, however, this new high school building would not con-
Aaiiienough special activities. The high school students should
have a drawing room, a music room, two other shops, a commercial
room, and a library. These special activities could be' provided in

.the old .Glynn grammar building, somewhat remodeled for the pur-
pose.. The high school already has the equipment for these 'rooms
except for the two additional shops. Estimating the shop equipment
at $2,006, and reps to the Glynn grammar at. 31;000, the total cost
for the new .building and reconstruction of Glynn grammar would be
$138,000. -

Estimated cost of Plan 11:
New building of six units and a', I i tori urn $129,000
Two portable gymnasiums 5,000
Purchase of lot for playground. a, 000
Additional shop equipment.... 2,000
Repairs to Glynn grammar 1, 000

Total 138,000

The advantage of this plan is that it conforms to the requirements
of the bond issue thift a high school building should be erected,
althoigh from the po,int of view of adminitratiob it is more'incon-
venient than Plan I.

PLAN M.

(Based on abandoning the present Glynn grammar school building and combining
the elementary school and junior and, senior high school in one building.)

There is a third alternative and that is to, combine the Glynn gram-
mar and Glynn Academy schools. For example, Glynn grammar
has 18 classes and Glynn Academy 10. Glynn grammar includes
grades from the first to the sixth and Glynn Academy grades 7 to 11,
inclusive. Br combining them, it would be possible to have a
school of 30 classes, or 1,200 children, thus providing for an increase
of 118 children ('` classes) over present enrollment. That means
that under the work-study-play plan, 14-elassreems-would be needed.

s All the classrooms could be obtained lb the Glynn Academy by put-
ting up partitions in the two study aeolps, thus making 8 additional

ma, or 18 Ciasse0OMS in all, This .would leave 4 special rooms in.
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the basement, together with the extra classroom for special activi-
ties. Two could be used. for domestic science, as is done noW, 1 for
a manual training shop, 1 for a print shilP, and 1 for a drawing room.

A new building could then be erected on the lot to the rear of the
school. This could contain simply special activities, such as an
auditorium, a gymnasium, a chemistry laboratory, a physitis labo-
ratory, a music room, a metal shop, and woodwotkini shop.

The cost is estimated as follows for Plan III:
New building of six units and auditorium and gymnasium $128, 000
Repairs to existing building 2,000
Purchase of lot . 2, 000

Total 182,000

This new -building could he added to as the need arises!. All the
children in the school could use the special activities in common,
although the jui for 'mod senior high schools could have a separate
or7anization from the elementary school' There would be a new
building with vocational and industrial facilities, as called for in the
bond issue, although they would not he used exclusively by the 152
children in the high school, but would also be used by the children
in the other grades. Furthermore, there is no duplication in equip-
ment, such as two auditoriums in schools across the street from each
other, or tAto cooking rooms, etc. If, however, there is any objec-
tions to housing the 11 grades in one school, either one of the other
plans can be carried out.

THE P1/15VIS SCHOOL.

There are 318 pupils, or 8 classes, 'in the Purvis school. This is
a good Minding, clean and well lighted. There are 8 regular class-.
rooms, but no special rooms .or auditorium-or gymnasium. There
is a gobd-sized playground. Itt reorganized, however, on the ,work-
study-phiy plan, 4-of the rooms could be used as classrooms and
the other 4 used -as a drawing room,'600king room, nature study
room, and shop. A portable auditorium, well made and completely
equipped, could he obtained for $2,5d0, f. o. b., and a gymnasium,
fully' equipped, for the same price. The lot to the north of the
school should be purchased for extra play space.: The total' coat
would be as follows: .

1 portableilliterillM
1 portable gymnasium
Equipment for ceokinrroom
Equipment for shop
Lot

1.

$2,500
2,500
2,000
1,000 I

2,000
Total 10,000.
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THE RISLEY SCHOOLCOLORED.

There are 664 pupils in this school: The building is an old, bare-
frame structure of eight rooms.- There is no equipment except old
worn desks and seats, which have been discarded by the white
Schools. On the basis of 40 pupils to a class, 'there are 17 classes. or
9 more classes than there are classrooms. The school is so crowded
that it is on double session, one group coming in the morning at ...;it
and staying Until 11.30; the other coming at 12 and staying until
3 p. m.

In other words, each child gets only three hours' schooling, and
tinder great handicaps. For example. at the tittle of the investi-
gation the teacher in the first grade was trying to teach 7;2 children
in the morning and another group of 72 in the afternoon. And et,
in spite of .the very great handicaps unger which they are laboring,
the teachers and principal are conducting the school in a spirit which
deserves the highest praise. It is remarkeble how clean and neat this'
old building is kept. In fact, the effort on the part of both cluerot
and teachers to make the best. of a very had proposition is pathetic.
There is a very evident desire to build up a strong, progressive
school. Such a spirit- deserves not only commendation and cn-
couragement but also the school accommodations and isquipm, it
which will give the children/and teachers the opportunity for grow lb
that they desire. Obviously, the proposed allotment of 537.500 fir
this school would be utterly inadequate for the erection of a row.
permanent building for the Negro children. It would accommodate
a little over two classes on the tradition:11'0Rn. or four on the work-
study-play plan, when, as a matter of fact, there are even now nine
classes in excess of classrooms, not to mention the fact that there are
no modern facilities for the children and that most of the rooms in
t h o old building are unfit for use. The expenditure of $37,500 would
h dly begin the construction of a permanent. building for Negro
children. It is obvious, however, that the present deplorable con-
ditions in the Risky school must be relieVed and modern facilitis
provided for the . children. Therefore, petoling the erection of a
permanent building the following recommendations are mach):

This school should he- made into an 18-class' school. This would
provide for 720 pupils. There is only one room in the old buildin:i
that is fit to use as a classroom, but at least live could be used for shops
and other special activities. It is proposed, therefore, that in the old
building one, room be used for. a classroom, one for a thamial
training shop, opo for the printshop, one for a library, and one for a
music rtom, or any other combination of special activities desired.
The equipment for the two shops would be approximately $2,000.
There is already a portable buildingfor domestic science. It is further.-
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proposed that a pbrtable building of the moderntype, which includes
en auditorium, gymnasium, etc., be erected, to consist of the following
mks: Eight classrodms, $8,000; auditorium, $2,500;.,,, gymnasium,
S2,500; nature-study room, $1,000; drawing. $1,000; total, $15,000.

These units can be combined so as to make a whole building with
a corridor in the center. heating plant, showers for boys and for girls,
a store, toilets, etc. The whole building, together with the equip-
ment for the special actiYities in the old building and repairs, would
c,,,ue to $25,000 approximately. It could he erected near the present
building and still have room for play space.

Total extimo,d rogt of proposed ba,l,liaq program for Brulaa.ick.

Glynn grammar and Glynn aradomv $135. NW
It for Glynn grammAr 1111,i ac.a4lorny
Purvis school.,
Ittiley school

Total

II. THE BOARD SHOULD ADOPT A COMPREHENSIVE BUILDING
PLAN FOR THE COUNTY SCHOOLS.

CONDITION OF BUILDINGS

It will he necessary for the school board to adopt a comprehensive
building program for the county in order that the present and future
needs for school housing may be met. If the attendance law
were enforced and all the children of school ago were enrolled in school,
there would be neither buildingi nor desks to accommodate them.
There are no buildings for white children suitable for school purposes,
except those at Community and Brookman, and these will need some
changes and additions. For colored children the county has made
even less provision. With some repairing, provision for proper
lighting and heating, and the addition of toilets and pure water, the
schools at Sterling, Clayhole, and Pennick can be made habitable.
All others at present in use should be abandoned. Fortunately many
of these do not belong to the' county, so the loss will be negligible.

With the exception of the bbildings named above those now in use
are insanitary, uncomfortable, and inconvenient:. In all of them
cross-lighting or insufficient lighting or both endanger the eyes of
the children. On cold days theY huddle about the stove on benches,
unable to use their desks 9r properly prepare lessons or participate in
recitations. Without exception the stoves are unsightly, rusty, with
piNs-and chiMneys in bad condition. Most of the stoves are place4,
on bricks or in boxes filled with dirt, old papers, and the like. Fuel
is generally iupplied by the children themselves, who bring it from the
woods near By. The community school is the only one provided.with
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pure running Atter and drinking fountains, and there is no precision
for washing hands in any school. Only three white schools and one
Negro school are equipped with sanitary toilets. None of the sell"
have oiled floors and no provision is made for proper sweepiz In
the rural schools the children do the sweeping at noon and 'at recess.
returning immediately.to breathe the dust stirred up thereby. Any
dis-ase which happens to break Out among any Of the children is
almost, necessarily communicated to the others. .

The schools throughout. the county are without teaching equip-
ment. At least one white school and five colored 'schools have no
teacher's desk or chair. "IT'ith the exception of two schools there
are no globes, maps, or illustrative material. The classrooms are
not equipped with blacklioards of a kind or quantity sufficient to he
of practical use. In several schools, both white and colored, tOre
are no usable blackboards at all. I few yards of black cloth or a

'few feet of painted boards do not serve the purpose for which bck-
boards are intended.

The need for buildings is immediate, hut the carrying °et, of complet e
plans mar extend over a.period of'years. Not -only should the rnini-

r needs of comfort, sanitation, and ,convenience be. rovided. law
' the buildings used should be a lesson, to the community fn artistic\

housing. Buildings may he attractive without additional expense.
'are and thought in planning them are all that is neeeskary.. In this

nneetion it is recommended 'that a committee of the board visit
t e schools maintained by the Tennessee Coal 8:. Iron Co., near

Ingham, Ala. These scboola are splendid examples (4f good
ta. e and practical efficiency in arrangement. and cost.. They pro-
vid auditoriums. playground facilities, home economics. school ".
gaud rilhaupply closets; and the like, in addition to the provisions
oral nTY considered necessary in school buildings. ..----

Fort nately at this time the county is in financial positiv. to make
such pl s as Are contemplatbd herewith. It formulating a building
scheme, owever, the hoard must not fall into the error of multiplying
the nttm r of small schools. Unless the consolidation of schools
and.the tra \sportation of ,pupils at public- expense are eftirely out of

. the question, no one-teacher schools should be retained or now ones
erected. This recommendation is in line with the hest modern -
practice. .A few reasons for consolidating 'sqllools even when sub-
stantial buildings mtist helibandoned to dose are 'given below:.

ADVANTAGES OF CONSOLIDATION.

1. The school plant, experimental plots, auditoriums, buildings for
country training and home economics, room for playgrounds, and
teachers' homes can he furnished to country children in consolidated
schools but can not be supplied to one-teacher buildings.
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2. The consolidateti school is the only one in which a modern course
of study can be offered to rural children. When the responsibility
for freckling all the elementary grades falls upon one teacher, only
the elements of reading. writing, and arithmetic can be taught, and
evcr! ,iiider such circumstances the teacher's time must be divided
among too many subjects and classes. Schools preparing for rural
life should include among the subjects taught agriculture, farm and
shop work, home economics, physical education, music and the like.
Teachers prepared to present these special subjects and modern
facilities are necessary. It is apparent they. An be supplied econom-
ically only through consolidating small schools.

3. Professional supervision can be secured only through consolida-
tiQn. The difficulty of organizing and preparing courses in one-
teacher schools makes supervision of greater importance in the
country than' in the city, but it is practically impossible for super-
visors to direct the work of teachers when the latter are separated
by long distances.

4. Teachers in small schools in the county are hearing from 20 to
6 recitations per day. That means that each recitation is from 5

to 15 minutes iu length.. Children in the primary and first grades
have the attention of the teacher from 30 to 60 minutes during the
school day- --childiten in the grades only little more. The
teachers must huriy from recitations in arithmetic or 49ography to
those in reading or Aistory. They have no time to give ro thoughtful
preparlition, careful assignment, or supervised study. The.chiltdren
are left to their ow resources during the greater part of the school
day without direct' r or individual attention. Under these con-
ditions the recitation ecomes a mere repetition of the textbook.

5. Indifferent organization, inadequate supervision, and poor
methods of tevhing are reflected in the school attendance. Children
need the inspiration which comes from numbers associated together
and the incentive of competition in order to attend' regularly and
worlewell. Where consolidation has been tried. out it has invariably

increasedresulted in enrollment and better attendance.
6. linIess schools are consolidated it is not possible to build cottages

and provide satisfactory living conditions for the teachers. This
results in securing only untrained and inexperienced persons.

t 7. state superintendents, county superintendents, farmers, and
business men testify to the fact' that latid 'Values increase in the
vicinity of consolidated schools. It ib also true that better and more
progressive farmers are attracted to commuities in which the superior
advantages furnished in consolidated schools are available for their
children, .
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DETAILS TO BE CONSIDERED.

In formulating a- building program, there are a number of details-
which the board should keep in mind. In the buildings themselves
consideration should be given to sanitary and hygienic requirements:
to heating, lighting, and seating arrangements: to suitableness of
location. and to pleasing appearance. School sites should be selected
on locations that are high and well drained and large enough to
afford ample space for playgrounds and gardening spots. Each
school should have at its command 10 acres, certainly not less than'
5. An auditorium at each school large enough to accommodate
the people of the community as well as of all the children of the
school should be provided. Rooms for such special activities as
home economics, shopwork, and the like, besides cloakrooms. storage
and supply closets, are also needed and should he arranged fur in .
any building program adopted.

When transportation is provided it should receive the interested
attention of the board. Only reliable adults able to maintain dis-
cipline among the children should he in charge of trucks and wagons.
Not too many children to be properly seated should be placed in ouch
truck. The danger of children standing or hangii ig on the outside 4:f
transportation trucks is obvious. The board should take every
pi-ecaution'to avoid accidents. Wagons sii,ould run promptly on a
fixed schedule, as regularly as trains, with meeting points provided
at convenient places where the trucks should wait froni 5 to 10 min-
utes for the children to arrive. Truck drivers should he under bond.
In many localities transportation by contract is fund more satisfac-
tory than under the direct management of the school board. Reliable
farmers or garagaowners are given the contract' to transport children
at a fixed per capita price. This necessitates less responsibility on
the part of till/Ward and is no mire expensive; in fact, is often more
econo l than otherplans.

GGESTIONS FOR RELIEVING PRESENT CONGESTION.

The following suggestions are offered to relieve the present housing
emergency in the county:

The community school should be enlarged. It is at present
crowded beyond its capacity and the children at the Oil Refinery mil-
not provided for. There are ample grounds for all purposes includill.:
the teaching of agriculture at the Community site. A four-roo,a
building is too small for economy or bfficiency and partakes of man
of the weaknesses of the isolated one --or two-teacher schools.
Modern' equipment in the way of grounds and rooms can be suppliati
most economically with one large building to accommodate the
people at Community and the Oil Refinery.
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The question of maintenance at reasonable expense is of equal im-
portance. A capable principal can be secured only by paying a
liberal salary. Such a principal can supervise a large building -as
well fts a small .one. Teachers trained to teach. the new subjects
which should be introduced into the course of study can be secured
with little additional cost in a group of from 6 to 10 but would prob-
tthiv have to be dispensed with if two small buildings are .utilivcd
Mteadof one.

fro the oil plant is only about a mile from the community build-
transportation would pr-loihly, he unnecessary. However, even

it were necessary, the expense of supplying it would be less than
hr expense of maintaining two schools.

soon as .4 'satisfactory building arrangements are consummated
thr children from Cypress Mills and the Thornton communities
,hould he enrolled in the schools of Brunswick. The present yens-
pi.rtnt ion plan is both unsatisfactory and wavful. There is no real.,
in-tification for takjng children 24 miles past,the -Brunswick schools.
The children of Cypress Mills ran walk to the street car terminus
and go to Brunswick with the expense to the. hoard of street-car
1,ire only. Those from the Thornton community should be trans-
ported to the tVirninus and take the street car also.

The new building contemplated to arconunodate the children-of
Jamaica, Bladen, and Tholman should contain at least two class-
rooins in addition to one or two workrooms and an auditorium. The

white schools on St. Simons Island should also be consolidated.
The same sort of building arrangement would be prat-ties' hero and at.Bladen so that such plans and estimates as are needed would answer
fol both places. If the board of education decides to construct per-
mntient buildings, a design for consolidated schools on the unit plan
should he adopted'. Buildings planned so that additional rooms
could he-added when neasary should he erected at once to satisfy",
immediate needs.

I me more consolidation is practical and desirable. The new wagon
road now being built along the railroad to Everett will make it pos-
tis to transport the children at Hunter's Siditx and to combine the
schools of these two places. The distance will not exceed 4 miles.
The county owns no buildings at either place. Everetta a perma-
nent community and the county .should not continue. to, use the
present building, which is entirely unfit in size and'arrangement for
school purposes. A 5-,attre tract should be secured and a building
similar to the one suggested above should be erected on it as soon aspm-41e.

.When these plans are carried out there will'remain the children at
Brookman and Blythe. Eventually the children;at Brookn should
be,transport.ed to the new school at Bladen. This may not he fees-
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ible at once owing to the condition of the roads. It should, how-
ever, be done as soon as possible. For the present a one-teacher
school will have to be rotained at both places. These should be lim-
ited to the first six grades. The present effort to have eight grades
at Brookinan makes altogether too many small classes necessary and
is an injustice to the smaller and older children. but particularly to
the former. %There is always a tendency on the part tlf the teacher
to spend- too much timcwith upper grades. The present program
includes 30 recitations daily, all very short. The teacher's time is
merely dissipated by division among so many classes. The older
children, without great expense. could he sent to thenew consoli-
dated school while the younger ones could remain as they now arlI
until more satisfactory arrangements are completed.

While these one-teacher schools remain they should be made the
best possible schools of the kind.. Ample grounds. proper buildings,
equipment. and well-trained teacher-, should he supplied. A greater
amount of ability and more training on the part of- the teacher is
necessary in one-teacher schools than in the larger schools in order to
overcome the handicap of organization and give the children an .
opportunity for good elementary education. Teachers therefore must,
be more carefully selected and better paid than those in tlio consoli-
dated or city schools.

BUILDINGS FOR THE COLORED CHILDREN.

The school buildings at Clayhole, Pennick. and Sterling are the
only onesfor co_lored children which. in the opinion of the commis-
sion, ean'he made suitable for sqloolmkte. In each of these unilateral
lighting, proper heating and seating arrangements, and the erec-
tion of two sanitary toilets -are,inunediate ngeessities. Consolidated-
schools should replace the one-room structures as soon as Tw.sil)16 for
the reasons given -below. The plan for a new Rosenwald school com-
bining the two schools at Union and Magnolia should not he further
delayed. If polsible. similar arrangements should he made at an
,tarly date for a school at St,. Simons and another one consolidating
the Everett and Clayhole schools. If riot Rosenwtild schools. then
two-teacher schools erected by the board on a similar plan should 1;0
provided. All of these buildings should be 'equipped with black-
boards and other material along the lines previously suggested.

EQUIPMENT.

The commission would urge that in schools for Negroes as well
as those for the whites sanitary toilets. and pure water for drinking,
pUrpos- es be insisted upon. The commission has not said more in this
.report. regarding the imifortance of these matters becaustit under-
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stands that the county board of health is rigidly"to enforce its pro-
visions concerning such matters. . .

School buildings sh( lila also be well heated by hot-water heating
furnaces. -or jacketed stoves. Plenty of blackboard of some reliable
varietyslate is best and motet economical in the long run;
maps. supplementary readers, and reference books constitute the
minimum equipment which should he procured for immediate use.
Later. these essentials should he added to, either from public funds
(.r through school and community organizations.

12. THE SHONNc MADE BY THE PUPILS OF BRUNSWICK AND
CL YNN COUNT Y IN THE STANDARD EDUCATIONAL MEASURE-
MENT TESTS GIVEN.

I "mil Within a decade the results of the teaching activities of the
..,;1,44, expressed in terms of the prwress of children in the subjects
" I 1 ii:11 the schools offer, have been largely 11 mat ter of personal opinion.
\o educational yardstick of precise character has been at hand itv
1rl,ich efficiency could be judged and the relative standing cif schools or* i classes, determined. Within a fetwyears, however, tests have been
devised and so standardized that it is now possible, in certain lines of
-..11001 work, to compare thtc. achievements of schools and of systems,

thereby a fairly accurate basis for the appraisal of work within
t lie restricts fields wherein the tests operate.

The commission give four of these tests in all of the schools of
ltrunswiek and in the Community school of Glynn County.- The
te-.ts given were the Cout:tis test in addition", subtraction. multipliea-
i0n. and division processes operatinglkith whole numbers: the

:-,tyne reasoning test in arithmetic: the Ayers spelling test: and the
Nloneoe's-silent reading test designed to test the rate of reading and
t he degree of comprehension. Each of these tests has been given
tuiiter exactly the same condition in schools in all parts of the United
States and to thousands of children. The result; have been carefully
tabulated, so that school officials now l'iow what degree of .speed and
1.1. accuracy the great majority of chipren are capable of reaching
%\jiere the teaching practice his been 'efficient. 'By comparing the
re-ilts which the children of the schools of Glynn obtained with the
s t andard score obtained by many thousands of children it can he
judged, in ptrt at least, as to how efficient in' these lines the teaching
is in Glynn.

A. THE COURTIS TEST IN ARITHMETICAL PROCESSES.

The-aeries 'consists of four testa printed on a/ow-page folder, one
test each page. Twenty-four examples of equal difficulty are
given in each A time limit is set for each test, 8 minutes for the

ik
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addition test, 4 minutes for the subtraction, 6 minutes hit. the multi
pli and 8 minute; for the division test. Within these respective
time limits each pupil tested is required to solve as many examples
as ho can. The papers are then marked for the number attempted
(speed) and for the numbers which are correct (accuracy). In
order that all tests may be standardized; no credit is given for ex-,
amples incomplete_ or partially correct. The 'following are sample
exercises of the four tests; the remaining examplis of each are of
equal difficulty:

TEST NO. 1.,,, ADDITION (8 MINUTES).

927
379
756
837
924
110
854
965
344

.47
. 925

473.
983
315
661
794
177
124

136
340
988
386
.M3
904
547
192

*439--

486
763
521

8411;026

, 355
834
567

t.

,

384
477
scil
266
679
211
796
630
7L13

176
783
697
200
366
851
535
32:1
229

277
445
6S2
594
481
776

r 849
157
953

837
Ss2

6(12

III

7s1

272526

525

TEST NO. 2, SUBTRAOTIoN (4 MINUTES).

115364741 67298125 92057:152 , '113380936
80195261 29:146661 .17689037 42556810

TEST No. 3. MULTIPLICAITUM (5 MINUTES).

3876 ', 9245 7368 2591 , 6495
93 86 74 25 19

TEST ?(O. 4. DIVISION (13 MINUTES). O
0 37)14467 ,86160372 94)67774 , 25)9750
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THE RESULTS IN THE GLYNN COUNTY SCHOOLS.

The following tables'show the results of the Courtis test among the
schools of Glynn County:

Schools and grades.

Addition test (time, 8 minutes).

Rate of speed.

Total
papers.

33
31
63
es

Subtraction test (timi, 4
minutes).

Accuracy. Rate of speed. Accuracy.%

Stand-
Median ant no

( at- 1 than
tempts). Cut -

tempts)

Median.
Stand-
ard me-
dian.

Per Cl. Petit.
7.21 1I.6 66.0 76.0
6.3 , 10.9 6(1.0 75. 0
5.8 1 9. R 48.0 73.0
5. 8 ft. 6 40.0 70.0

32 6.4i 9.F 51.0 73.0
48 5.2 I 8.6 19.0 70 .0

17 5.4
27 5.7

7 8.8 1
14 1 5.0

5.8
39 5.9

10.9 48.0 75.0
9.8 50.1

11.6 85.0
10 .9 70.0
9.8' 55.0
8.6 54.0 .

730

76.0
75.0
7:1.0
70.0

Stand-
Median and

(at- ! Man
temPts).' (at-

),

Stand-
Ile<Uan. and me-

dian.

PIT ea.
9.6 .12.9 75.0
8.4 11.6 66.0
7.9 10.3 70.1
8 9 9. 0 68.0

10.4 10.3 54.0
6.9 9.0 48.8

6.0' 11.6 49.0
7. I 10.3 50.1

10.1 12.9 60.0
R.4 11.6 7(1.0
a. 6, 10.3 68.0
8.8 9.0 64.0

Per d.
- 87.0

86.0
85.0
83.0

66.0
83.0

86.0
85.0

87.0
88.0
85.0
86.0

M ul Optical ion test (time, 6 minutes). i Division test (time, 8 minutes).

. Rate of speed. Accuracy. i Rale of speed. Accuracy.

and I

aCcU
racy.

&pool. and tirades
Totes
Pal-ers

0 1 vim:
vrit
VII
VI.

Puts Ls:
VI.

['um in unit y:
VII
VI

Risley (colOred):

VIIII`I.
V

Stand.
Median: and
rate. median

rata
73,,-"y:

A t-
tempts.

65 8.5
62 6.9
63 6.1
68 6.6

32 7.8
48 6.6

17 4.0
17 6.

At- I Pet
tempts. cent.

11.5' 69.9
10.2 1 55.0
9.1 ! 68. 1
7.5 I 64.0

9.1 I 48.0
61.07.b

10.2
9.1

7 9.0 11.5
11 7.6 10.2
24 8.6 9.1
39 6.6 7.6

u.0
60.0

66.0
56.0
60.0
69.0

Stand-
ard

medi
rant.

Stand-
ard

median
rata. cent -

racy.

Per At At- Per I Per
cent. tempts. mpts. cent. cent.

81.0
to.
78.0
76.0

76.0
76.0

80.0
78.0

81.0
80.0
78.0
79.0

6.7f 10.7 70.0 91.0
6.0 9.6 63.0 90.0
4.8 317 79.9 67.0
4.4 6.1 66.0 77.0

6.8
4.9

4.4
3.8

6.0
6.5
4.9

8.2 10.0 87.0
6.1 63.0 77.0

9.6 88.0 90.0
8.2 50.1 87.0

10.7
9.6
8.3
6.1

73.0
70.0
10.0
59.0

91.0
90.0
87.0
77.0

OBSERVATIONS ON TjIE TEOPOP

An examination of the foregoing tables shows that ae compared
with the standard score, obtained by examining thousands of children
in all sections of the United States, the records made by the schools
of Glynn are very low. This applies both to the rate of speed at
Which the ehildrea work and their accuracy. In fact, the r000rda
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N disclose the fact that in most instances the seventh and eighth grades
'No' the Glynn schools fall below the standards reached by,fifth grades

in'other places.
properly conducted and continuously carried on, is an abso-

lute. requirement for speed and accuracy in the arithmetical {Ty ra-
tions. A motive for drilling, a thorough understanding of the steps
involved in the drill process, regular, frequent, short repetitions with a
maximum of attention focused on the drill, with enough variation
of drill material to avoid any monotony, are the most important
principles upon which to base effective drills. We believe that it is
good prictice to begin almost every arithmetic lesson with a good,
snappy drill, which, if possible, is connected in some way with the
day's work. Nul enough of this type of activity is found in the
Brunswick and Glynn County schools. lour or five minutes each
day spent in this way is the most economical expenditure of time
that can be deviseil.

B.,THE STONE: REASONING TEST' IN ARITHMETIC.
0. .

The test in arithmetid reasoning as given follows: .

(Solve as many of the following problems as you have time for; work them in order
as mu I I bored .)

1. If you buy 2 tablets at 7centri each and a book for 65 cents, how much change
should you receive from a two-dollar bill? (1.0.)

2. John sold 4 Saturday Evening Poets at 6 ,elits each. He kept one-half the
money and with tha other half he bought Sunday papers at 2 cents each. How many
did he buy? (1.0.)

3. If James had 4 times as much money as George, ho would have $16. How much
money has George? (1.0.)

Howrnauy pencils can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 ,for 5 ewe? (1.0.)
5. The uniforms for a baseball nine cost $2.50seach. The shoes 'cost $2 a pair.

What was the total cost of uniforms and shoes for the nine? (1.0.)
6. In the schools of a certain city there are 2,200 pupils; one-half are in the primary

grade, one-fourth in the grammar grades, one-eighth in the high schOol, and the rest
in the night school. How many pupils are there in the night school? (lA.)

7. If n tons of coal cost $21, what wi11 53 tons' cost? (1.2.)
8. A news 'dealer bought some magazines for $1. He sold Omni for $1.20 gaining

8 'cents on each magazine. How many magazines were there? (1.6.)
9. A.giil.spent one-eighth of her money fey car fare, and three times as much for

clothes. Half of what she had left was 80 cents. How much money did she have at
first? (2.0.)

-10. Two girls receive $2.10 for making.,buttonholes. One makes 42, the other 28.
How shall they divide'the money? (2.0.)

11. Mr. Brown paid one -third of the coat of a building; Mr. Johnson paid one-half
the cost. Mr. Johnson received $500 more annual rent than Mr. Brown. How much
did he receive? (2.e.) ae-

12. A freight train left Albany for New York at 6 o'clock. An express train left
on the (alum track at 8 o'clock. It went at the rate of 40 miles an hoot. At what
time of day will 3t overtake the freight train if the freight train dope after it has gone
66 miles? (2.0.) .

The time allolance is exactly 15 minutes. The problems are
graded in difficulty, each problem haying*, score value cominensu-

t_...
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RESULTS OF EDUCATIONAL TESTS.

rate With its difficulty. No credit was allowed for partially correct
or partially complete answers.

THE RESULTS OF THE REASONING TEST.

The. table which follows shows how the schools of Brunswick and
- of Glynn County fared in this test and in comparison with results

obtained in other systems:"
Results of reason,aa test.

'0018 and grade. Numberof._u ii, p Attemp Rights.

r

Percent-
age of

I crecills.accuracy 1

Average
edits

p upII.

Average
attempt!
per pupil.

Average
lights

per pupil.

' 1 .
my .
VITT 61 428 az 7.5.0 I 337 5.8 7.0 5.!VII 67 4s4 311 64 0 I -;,.+2 4 2.4 '. 2 4 IVI fr? 445 251 35.01 251 3.8 6..8 3.1V .73 369 . 170 47.0 170 2.3 4.9 2.:
VI. 45 215 00 30.0 s2 I.8 4 8V
momIt T.

44 213 40 37.0 so 1 8 4.8 1.1

VII 11 61 36 30 0 le 3.2 5.6 3.:4:.1 17 69 32' 46.0 32 2. 4 7.3 2.V
c (colored):

13 24 42.0 i.,4 i . 5 3.8 1.1

VIII 0 52 311 57.0 30 3.3 b.7VII 9' 43 34 MO 34 3.7 5.8VI 23 62 30 48. 0 "113 1.3 2.6 1.1V 41 157 .70 44.0 70 1.7 3.8 I.'

For purposes'of comparison the results obtained in other systems
ore giveh below. These results are expresqed in average credits per
child.

Average credits per child in several systems.

Jane

Batt

01
8.01
('.11)11

Mon,

(Peke

V grade. VI g e VII grade. ' VII grade.de.

Median
pupil.

Average
per pupil.

Median
pupil.

Average
par pupil

Median
pupil.

5.50

5. FM
8.60
5.45

Average
per pupil.

Median
. pupil.

Average
per pupil.

A III,. Wis:
15000 pop ul s-

i_lmo
DI Mont.:
58000 popula
lion)

[Ake City..
,rancilco
:ilia, 8. C.:
4'110.b pupils
(eguo pupils
,:miro system.
phi.:
4 bite pupils
Cegro pupils
r.ilt Ire system.

2.10

2.23
-3.-70
2.85

4

4

1.89

3.44
4.03
2.46

.

3.0
I.2
2.5

8.2
I 3.4
I. 3.3

A . 40

3.90
6.40
5.52

.....

jFi

1

-
2.98

4.24
6,46
406

J.0
2.6
4.4

4.9
4. 5
4.8

3.20

6.96
8.86
4.96

6.3
8.4
5.6

5.2
6.0
5.1

.

6.3

7.7
10.5
6.8

8.48

10.44
6.43

3.1
3.1
4.5

7.1
10.1
7.1

C. THE AYRES SPELLING TEST.

The test which was given from the second grade to the eighth,.
inclusive, consisted of the words for each grade taken from Ayres
List B, of "One Thousand Commonest Words," The words in
pi eh list1have been spelled correctly by 73 per cent of the children
in the respective grades in tests which have been given in many
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TherefOre 73 per cent may accepted
each grade if the teaching spelling is to he ad
average of manx cities in th pited States.
were,Aseii follow:

3ectrapraile. . Third /rode. 1 Fourth grade.

1. catch. 3. eight.
2. able. 2 aboard.
3. fell. 3. restrain.
4.soap 4. population.

press. 15 figure
le. 6. everything.

7 '7. farther.
8. power. , 8. knew..
9. another. 9 fact.
10. church. 10. public.

1. nine.
2. got.
3. spring.
4. stone.
5. fall.
6. Monday.
7. take.
8. put.
9. Ito.

10. sold.

Sta rods. Selena grade.

1. often.
2. total.
3. examination.
4. marriage..
5. opinion.
6. 'witness.
7. theater. .

supply, .

9. course.
10. doubt.

1. meant.
2 distinguish.
3. azmure.
4. probably.
5. responsibility.
6. difficulty.
7. develop.
8. material.

"9. senate.
10. agreement.

-

Attu 11 of spelling test.

COUNTY, Gk., 4.
as the standard' for
judged equal to the
The six tests which

1'r/eh grade

1. sometimes.
2. period.
3. firm.
4. crowd.
5. relative.
6. serve.
7. due.
R le.lge.
9 info:I/tallest.

10present.

1. organization.
2. emergency.
8. appreciate.
4 sincerely.
5. athletic.
6. extreme.
7. practi,;a1.
8. procee,.I.
9. cordially.

10. character.

e

Glynn:
VM
VII . ,
VI:
V.. .)

rffill .r .
II

Purvis:
VI. .
V, r
IV .III
II

Community:
, VIL ...... 1 -6- .VI. .. .

. i 4 9
IV II

I
B.1,1741010red):

t

V le

V1L ....

V
VL

IV
III

Total .Totalitg preset
COITCCi

l'er cer.t
correct.

59 443
453

65 502
76
53 318

6.55
90 601

30 2r
41 274
32 268
34 278

100

10 68
93

I. 90
12 SO

64
9 61

26 14G
41 301
30 202

419

75 I
66 6
Y.2
69 5
60 0
72 8
66

7511
6e. 8
RI 7
61.7
71 4

03 0
69.2
60.6
11 7

71 I

67
86.11

68
67.3
73.5

OBSERVATIONS ON SPELLING TEST.

Comparing the reeulta tained by the foregoing schools ancik.
irides with Elie standard score`; of 73 per cent correct, it is seen '
that severAl of the grades equaled or &pissed the. standard 066;e.
In the Glynn Academe . and Glynn Grammer School the eighth grade,
the sixth grade, and the third grade were sieWi:ssful. In the furvis
School txth, thq fourth; and the third passed the standard score,

.

.1
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All of the gradcs of the Community School failed to reach .even 70
per cent, the fourth falling below that of any other grade tested. fn
the colored school but one grade, thp' third, reached the standiOd .

+..ore.
The range of variation as between the lowest and the highest

scores gained by the several grades indicates that the elling work
of the schools is in need of coordination. Such variation suggests
that there is a lack of teamwork among the teachers hf the several
schdols and in the' system at large. With earilui supervision of the
workit ought not to be difficult to eliminate much of this variation
in results through raising the weakest grades % the general level of
the standard score.

THE MONROE SILENT READING TEST.

This is a series of exercises designed to test both speiNI and com-
prehension. in reading. Some 15 exercises, printed in a folder. are
given to earh child. The following exercise is a sample to show the
nature of the test: V

I am a little dark-skinbed girl. I wear a slip ofbrown buckskin and a pair of soft
movcasitts. I lice in a wigwam.-'What kind of a girl do you think I am?

chino.c Fren;11 Indian African Eskiros.

ntiswer. to this exercise is "Indian.- and it is to he indicated
hy dra%%ing a In miller the word. The test evnsists of it-number
of exercises like this one. At a given signal the children begin and

allowed exa-tly live minutes, during 'which tune thee read as
n:any .exerciscs. as possible, marking the answers as indicated in
the exercise. In this way both the rate of reading is found and the
legtoee to which the child understands what he has read. The
following, .t aide shows low the children of Wynn. County did in
tompirison with the standard score, also in comparison With the

ore made by the children of Ake Memphis. Tenn., system.

Results of the reading. tat.

Schools.

tired...11

Num- -
ber

I.

ltale.
scum.

com-
mown-

Irnrp

7.2
89

4

#.

:talultierl soots
O'.,m phi, .core bite f..
'.1)11n 91
con let
I ,immunity
111.3ey.

$456
1,021

1,2

44
44 -

bride Vt i

'tandatd wore
%mph,. sore (while,
4.Iyon
reacts. .........
Risley tootoN01

4,742
1,031
, 61

31
IT
14

Ati
1le 13.2

. at
ea
81

ls
15.3
18
19
us
13

.
Grade IV. 1 (filmic V.

1

Num-
ber of

u, 3,89
1,010

72.
31
19

con - I. Nurn Can-
It de ifrohen- Ler i Rate prolam

score. Men _42, wore. slat
A. iii.. Pal"---. ---

7.4 13 6,906 00 19
M0.1 13.1 1,038 91.1 14.8
67 10 . 73 86 II

5.11 8 o 49 76 14
44 6 13 67 11

44 29 10

1 rude VII. Riede VIII.

4, 8101
750

62

10
10

3,1X
613
60

106
136,6
106

96

23.9
23.0
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE READING TEST.

.. In the rate of readingthat is, in the amount covered in the pre-
scribed -time, a glance at the preceding table wilt-a-how that with the
exception of the sixth and eighth grades of the Glynn ..school the
grades of all the schools in comparison with the standard score stool
low, most of them being very low indeed. In the rating fof compre-
hension only the seventh grade of the Glynn school resehed the
standard, the scores of all other grades likewise being very low. In

general the grades of the Glynn grammar school did better in thi,
test than did corresponaing grades in the other schools.

ittitpThe results of this tt' fie that teachers should be giving much
attention in their re ttpft language work to thou shy getting.
Evidently the reading otIthe children is too. mechanical and that not
enough time is given to teaching the children how to get ut the mean-
ing of the authors of the exercises Nvhicfi they read.

WHAT THE FOREGOING TESTS SHOW.

These 'four tuts show that in comparison with what children are
uniformly getting in other school systems' t he children of the schoe;s
of Glynn County are not making the progress in the subjects tested
which they should be staking. These tests also reinforce and.eni-
phasiie the criticism passed upon the work of the schools in oilier
parts of this'report. Likewise in other connections we havesuggc,ted
wherein the system 'can be administered to bring the murk of the
room inctitasiugly to a higher level 41. etiki,liey. All of -wit telt i;
to the end t the children educate?Lthe schools of Brunswick and
Of Glynn Co

1
nty shall have as gout tut opportunity fur an efficient

schooling as shin children living in more favoredVsei.tions of the
United States. It is confidently believed that if the suggestions. con-

. 1' tained in this report are carried out with intelligence, in a very few
year the work. of the schools can be placed on a plane which will corn-

. pare favorably. with the work of any systetn: But; the accomplish-
, meat of this will require hard, phoughtful. and very earnest work of

the entire school corps. It alai) demands that the schools of theoCoantf "WAIN more generous support thtin they now do. In no.

other way can the children now living in this county be given Um.
which other communities are giving their childien.

0

If


